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Welcome
International Women’s Day, members’ personal challenges, angels cashing in on startups
and updates on the qualification – before we even get to Carillion and stock markets
In other news, as AB went to press, the

International Women’s Day on 8 March
comes as global momentum for change

stock market was yo-yo-ing alarmingly.

is gathering pace, with women’s

Some argue this was a long-awaited

marches and social media movements

correction and a response to positive

such as #MeToo and #TimesUp putting

wage growth in the US. Some say the

female empowerment centre stage.

swings are exacerbated by automated

This is also the year when the UK

trading systems. If you’re confused

celebrates the centenary of women

about algos, quants and other stock

winning the right to vote. Yet this was

market mysteries, see the latest video

just a small step in the battle for equality.

in our series debunking investor jargon,

One sobering finding from the 2017

at bit.ly/AB-Kattar3.

World Economic Forum’s Global Gender

There is good news, however, for

Gap Index is that it will take 217 years to

UK startups, which enjoyed record

reach gender parity – see page 35.

investment in 2017. Read about business

Robert Bruce takes a more positive

angels cashing in from early-stage

view in his column this month. While

investment, on page 24.

acknowledging that we still have a long

Finally, we introduce ACCA’s new

way to go before we see equality in

Strategic Business Leader exam, one of a

business and society, he looks at just how

range of innovations to the qualification

far we’ve come since the dark days of

in response to the changing needs of

women’s roles in offices being largely to

employers (page 78). The integrated case

support the men. See page 28.

study is based on the type of business

We also find out how Anita Kerai FCCA

scenario that the next generation of

has taken control of her career, making

members will face when they become

the leap from business to become a TV

the finance leaders of tomorrow.

AB

chef, combining the culinary influences
of her Kenyan background with her

Jo Malvern, editor

business expertise – see page 70.

joanna.malvern@accaglobal.com
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Women dressed as
suffragettes take
part in a photocall in
London’s Parliament
Square, to mark the
100th anniversary of the
Representation of People
Act 1918, which enabled
women to vote for the
first time.

An anonymous computer
programmer has won
around £35,500 in bitcoin
after being the first to
crack a secret code
hidden in a painting.
The artwork, by Rob
Myers and @coin_artist,
was published online in
early 2015.

French fashion designer
Christian Louboutin
may lose the right to
trademark his famous red
soles after the European
Court of Justice said
the trademark could be
declared invalid. This
could open the doors for
copycat shoes.

London’s Theatre Royal
Haymarket has been
put up for sale for an
unknown price by its
owners. The Grade I
listed building has staged
premieres of Oscar Wilde
plays and was John
Gielgud’s temporary
home during the blitz.
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News roundup
This edition’s stories and infographics from across the globe, as well as a look
at the latest developments and issues affecting the finance profession
Economies grow

Confidence high

of respondents expecting

Recruitment firms

The eurozone grew by

Economic confidence is

conditions to worsen now

As they plan their future,

2.5% last year – exceeding

high globally relative to the

exceeds those expecting it

recruitment firms are

the growth rate of 2.3%

last couple of years and

to improve, by 14%.’

increasingly looking

in the US. All the major

should continue during

economies reported growth

2018, the latest ACCA

Interims in demand

according to the latest UK

in 2017. China’s economy

and IMA Global Economic

The demand for interim

Recruitment Index from

grew by 6.6% in the year,

Conditions Survey has found.

accountants increased by

Deloitte and the Association

India by 6.2%, the UK

Narayanan Vaidyanathan,

44% in the UK last year.

of Professional Staffing

by 1.5%, Japan by 1.4%.

head of business insights

According to specialist

Companies. Some 14% of

Even Brazil did well after

at ACCA, said: ‘Despite

recruiter Global Accounting

recruitment firms intend

several difficult years, with

a small dip, the relatively

Network, demand was driven

to open bases in mainland

growth of 1.0%. ‘The world

high level of confidence

by planning for the impact

Europe this year, up from

is less reliant on a few star

reflects a stronger outlook

of Brexit and a reluctance

just 5% last year. Half

performers,’ said Barret

in the US and India. Yet on

to take on permanent

of recruitment firms are

Kupelian, senior economist

a global level the picture

staff while economic

intending to expand into

with PwC in the UK.

remains mixed: the number

uncertainty persists.

new geographic regions.

to continental Europe,

Trusting times?
Levels of trust in countries’ institutions have never been more polarised, with a distinct split emerging between extreme trust
gainers and losers. According to the 2018 Edelman Trust Barometer, since 2017 the US has seen a 37-point drop in trust across
government, business, media and non-governmental organisations. China enjoyed a 27-point gain, more than any other country.
Aggregate percentage point change in trust in institutions from 2017 to 2018*
6 countries with extreme
trust gains
27

24

23

20

19

17

16 countries with
typical changes in trust

13

12

10

9

9

8

7

7

5

3

3

6 countries with extreme
trust losses

-1

-2

-3

-10 -10 -13 -13
-17 -17 -21
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Singapore
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Hong Kong

Argentina

Japan

Mexico

Indonesia

Ireland

Russia

Spain

Turkey

Poland

Malaysia

Sweden

South Korea

UAE

China

-37

* Institutions comprise government, business, media and non-governmental institutions.
Source: 2018 Edelman Trust Barometer.
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See also ‘Home away from

tax credits, but only 1% of

home’ on page 20.

the UK’s 3.5 million SMEs
have claimed the relief.

New advisers’ oath?

Catax argues the blame lies

Labour’s shadow chancellor

with the Treasury for not

John McDonnell has told

promoting the relief. Mark

the BBC: ‘I think we need

Tighe, Catax chief executive,

a new Hippocratic oath

said: ‘The Treasury needs to

for [tax advisers], where

do more to explain to firms

they sign up to being

what counts as R&D. Most

committed to tackling tax

don’t realise it’s not just a

avoidance themselves,

new jet engine, but a new

rather than coming up with

beer, a piece of software,

all these bizarre schemes

an engineering process or

to enable that to happen.’

even a new innovative dish at

He said there was an

a restaurant.’

‘avalanche of discontent’
about how tax advisory firms

More file on time

were operating.

Nearly three-quarters of a
million people missed the

Surge in billionaires

self-assessment deadline in

Last year saw the biggest

January and can expect to

increase in billionaires in

receive £100 penalties. Some

history, with a new billionaire

10.7 million people filed their

being created every second

assessments on time. The

day, claims a new report from

percentage of people who

Oxfam. It calculates that

missed the deadline fell from

billionaire wealth increased

8% in 2016 to 7% in 2017 to

by $762bn in the year

6.5% this year.

ending March 2017 – a sum

Shakira targeted for ‘tax debts’
Global pop superstar Shakira is being pursued by Spanish

that could have ended global

Northern automation

tax authorities for alleged unpaid tax for the period 2011 to

extreme poverty seven times

The automation and

2014. The tax office claims the Colombian singer was resident

over. Some 82% of the new

robotisation of jobs will

in Spain for those years but evaded tax liabilities. The claim is

wealth created has gone

disproportionately damage

for taxes on Shakira’s worldwide income, not just that earned

to the top 1%, with none

the north of England and

in Spain. Fernando Natera of PwC Spain, Shakira’s tax adviser,

going to the world’s poorest

worsen the divide between

said the firm was unable to confirm whether or not a tax

50%. See also ‘Onwards and

north and south, warns a

investigation is taking place. The BBC reported that sources

upwards’ feature on page 38.

report from the Centre for

close to the popstar have denied any tax evasion, saying she

Cities thinktank. According

was generally not in Spain during that time.

SMEs missing out

to the Centre: ‘One in five

SMEs are owed £84bn in

existing jobs in British cities

research and development

is likely to be displaced

threat.’ Areas that voted for

economy workers has been

(R&D) tax relief because

by 2030 as a result of

Brexit are at the greatest risk

welcomed by Matthew

firms are unaware of the

automation and globalisation

of job losses.

Taylor, who authored the

scheme, according to a

– amounting to 3.6 million

survey conducted by tax

jobs in total – with retail

Gig economy workers

Review of Modern Working

relief advisers Catax. The

occupations, customer

The government’s

Practices, commissioned

firm estimates that 57% of

service roles and warehouse

response to proposals

by the government. Taylor,

SMEs are eligible for R&D

jobs among those most at

for the treatment of gig

the Royal Society for

Good Work: The Taylor
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the Encouragement of

Budget secrecy rises

those who have been left

Tesco trial halted

Arts, Manufacturers and

Governments are becoming

behind. These political

The trial of three former

Commerce’s chief executive,

more secretive and less

shifts have driven out many

Tesco executives on

said: ‘I welcome the range

accountable for spending

government champions

charges of fraud and

of specific commitments

decisions, according to

of transparency and

accounting fraud has been

to improve the protections

the results of the Open

accountability – especially

abandoned after one of

and rights of workers and to

Budget Survey 2017.

those from countries in the

the three suffered a serious

enforce those rights more

‘Around the world, there

global south.’

heart attack. Carl Rogberg,

strongly. On important

has been a decline in public

issues, including pay for

trust in government, in

Capita profit warning

director, was taken to

variable hours workers,

part due to instances of

Capita has issued a profit

hospital for heart surgery.

employment status and

corruption, but also because

warning, suspended the

The trial of Rogberg and

representation of workers,

of dramatic increases in

payment of dividends until it

the two other defendants

I welcome the direction

inequality,’ concludes the

generates sufficient free cash

– former UK managing

indicated, but there is

report. ‘In a number of

flow and plans to raise up to

director Christopher

more work to be done to

countries, leaders who have

£700m in a new rights issue.

Bush and former UK food

encourage the government

disguised their intolerant

The company operates a

commercial director John

to be bold in living up to

and reactionary agendas

diverse range of outsourced

Scouler – was then halted.

its commitment to good

with populist rhetoric have

services to government and

The three were accused of

work for all.’

been swept into power by

the private sector, and will

false accounting of revenues

now embark upon a disposal

of £250m. No decision on

programme of non-core

whether the three should

businesses over the next two

be subject to a retrial had

Meeting compliance and regulation demands is a top

years. Capita has a pension

been taken at the time AB

priority for 2018 for nearly half (48%) of CFOs, according

deficit of £381m, and its

went to press.

to recruitment specialists Robert Half. This is perhaps

other liabilities include £66m

unsurprising in the year when MiFID II, the second Payment

it must pay to investors in

Tech firm regulation

Systems Directive and the EU’s General Data Protection

the collapsed Connaught

The move by several

Regulation come into effect. These concerns have beaten

Income Fund, under a

technology companies

‘preparing for Brexit’ into second place. Over 80% of CFOs

settlement ordered by the

into banking services

are confident about their company’s growth prospects despite

Financial Conduct Authority.

means that they should

What’s keeping CFOs awake

the former UK finance

challenges, and 89% are making investments that allow them
to better respond to these challenges.
Top five priorities for CFOs in 2018

48%
43%
39%
39%
39%

10

Meeting compliance and regulatory demands

Preparing for uncertainty surrounding Brexit

Retaining key talent

Maintaining cashflow

Managing the impact of automation

be regulated like banks,

RBS yields on report

argue some of Europe’s

RBS has told the House

largest banks. Francisco

of Commons’ Treasury

González, chairman of

Committee it has dropped

Spanish bank BBVA, argued

its objection to the Financial

that Facebook, Amazon,

Conduct Authority (FCA)

Alibaba and Tencent were

publishing its report on the

positioned to replace banks.

bank’s treatment of SMEs.

Bruce Carnegie-Brown,

The report examines how

chairman of Lloyds of

small clients of RBS were

London, was quoted by the

dealt with by its Global

Financial Times as saying:

Restructuring Group. The

‘There is clearly a mood

FCA said it will publish the

that says these groups have

report once it has permission

to take more responsibility

to do so from those who

for the content, services

provided information or are

and data that they have

identified in the report.

on people.’
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Baker Tilly revenues

Securities and Exchange

Baker Tilly International

Commission. The news

Big Four Carillion fallout

reported global revenues

came after the company

The Big Four firms face a competition review, the Financial

of $3.4bn for the year

announced it had conducted

Reporting Council’s (FRC) chief executive Stephen Haddrill

ended 31 December 2017,

a review of its GE Capital’s

told the House of Commons’ Work and Pensions Committee.

a rise of 6.4% over 2016.

subsidiary’s portfolio,

‘We feel there should be more competition in the major

Global headcount at the

leading to a $6.2bn charge.

accounting and audit area,’ said Haddrill in a briefing about

firm increased in the year

‘We are cooperating fully

the collapse of construction and outsourcing group Carillion,

by 10.2% to 33,600 people

with the investigation, which

an audit client of KPMG.

in 147 territories. Revenues

is in its very early stages,’

in audit and assurance rose

GE’s CFO Jamie Miller told

conducted a strategic review of the company; and PwC was

by 7.5% to $1.2bn, advisory

an earnings conference. She

adviser to Carillion’s pension trustees and is now providing

by 8% to $857m, tax by 3%

added that she believed the

special managers to the liquidation.

to $1.2bn and accounting by

company had appropriate

2% to $494m. North America

reserves to cover the charge,

and issued a reminder to construction and business services

is the largest market, with

which was the result of

companies of their reporting obligations. KPMG UK chairman

revenues of $1.6bn, followed

premiums being set too

Bill Michael said, ‘We believe we conducted a proper audit’.

by Europe at $987m, with

low for long-term care

Asia Pacific showing the

insurance policies.

fastest growth at 13%.

Oligarchs face UWOs

Deloitte provided Carillion with internal audit services; EY

The FRC has opened an investigation into KPMG’s audit

Carillion was the lead contractor for 57 construction
projects worth £5.7bn when it collapsed, owing about £2bn
to sub-contractors. Guidance for those affected, from ACCA

New lease model

and law firm Duff and Phelps, is on page 54.

The International Public

A new regime of

Sector Accounting Standards

‘unexplained wealth orders’

Board (IPSASB) has released

(UWOs) will target Russian

an exposure draft proposing

oligarchs, the government

a revised model for lease

has indicated. UWOs became

accounting. It replaces the

available for use from the end

risks and rewards incidental

of January in Great Britain.

to the ownership model with

They will be used against

a single right-of-use model.

people resident in Great

‘The proposals in ED 64 will

Britain who have valuable

provide better information

assets and are thought

on the financial impacts

to have benefited from

of leases and enhance the

corruption or other forms

accountability of an entity for

of crime. Under a UWO, a

its management of resources

person reasonably suspected

and improve the quality of

of involvement in serious

information for decision-

crime will have to explain

making,’ said IPSASB chair

how they obtained expensive

Ian Carruthers.

property. The UWO will be

What did Carillion do?

Maintained 50,000
homes for military
personnel

Provided meal
services to 218
schools

£400m in Battersea
Power Station
redevelopment

£1.4bn in joint venture
Provided 11,5000
contract for HS2
in-patient hospital beds

Maintained
50 prisons
Source: BBC News

business once again.’ In her

said his focus on making

speech, German Chancellor

France a better place in

used as an investigation tool;

‘Competitive again’

Angela Merkel urged other

which to live, closing all

it is not in itself a power to

President Trump told the

European leaders to stop

coal-fired power stations by

recover assets.

World Economic Forum

complaining about US tax

2021, is ‘a huge advantage

in Davos that ‘there has

reforms cutting the main

in terms of competitiveness’.

SEC investigates GE

never been a better time

corporate rate from 35% to

See also ‘Tax rate debate’ on

General Electric’s accounting

to hire, to build, to invest

21%, and instead examine

page 40.

practices are being

and to grow in the United

their own tax codes. France’s

investigated by the US

States. America is open for

President Emmanuel Macron

AB

Compiled by Paul Gosling
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Wrapping up
As Equitable Life’s CFO and deputy CEO, Simon Small FCCA is in the unusual position of
overseeing the winding down of the 255-year-old insurer since it closed to new business

I

once the UK’s largest mutual insurance

2017

its GAR policyholders, on the grounds they

company and second-largest life insurer,

Deputy chief executive, and

were now unaffordable. The High Court

but now synonymous with policyholders

CFO, Equitable Life

ruled in its favour, but a group of affected

nsurance companies rarely become
a household name for good reasons.

i

At the beginning of 1999, Equitable

CV

began court proceedings that it hoped
would allow it to cut the bonuses due to

So it has been with Equitable Life,

policyholders appealed. Over the following

infuriated by the society’s attempts to
renege on its promises. At the peak of

2012

two years, both the Court of Appeal and

what became known as the Equitable Life

FD, Equitable Life

the House of Lords ruled in favour of the
policyholders, leaving Equitable Life facing

affair, hundreds of its pensioners protested
outside parliament. Its management,

2004

liabilities of £1.5bn. The society was put up

auditors and regulators were investigated,

Division FD, IT and

for sale and, unable to find a buyer, closed

and headlines screamed.

operations, Lloyds TSB; later

to new business in December 2000. At that

finance and business services

point it had 1.5 million policyholders and

of angry people turning up at our AGM,’

IT director, and then FD of

£35bn in funds under management.

says Simon Small FCCA, Equitable Life’s

integration and simplification

CFO and deputy CEO (a post, to be

programme, Lloyds TSB

‘At the peak of it all there were hundreds

It is very clear what had gone wrong. The
Penrose report of 2004 said Equitable Life
‘was the author of its own misfortunes’,

completely clear, he took up several years
after the fateful events occurred). Today, 17

2002

making overgenerous payouts that had

years after Equitable Life was closed to new

Board director, Intelligent

resulted in underfunding. Accused of

business, something resembling pride in

Processing Systems

‘practices of dubious actuarial merit’ in the
same report, the company’s management

the company is returning. Most significantly,
Equitable Life’s flag is flying again outside its

1998

resigned, and regulation was reviewed

Aylesbury offices – a symbolic but important

Finance and risk director,

while the society fought to remain solvent

gesture to the employees inside. ‘We

Cardnet Merchant Services,

and reach a deal with its policyholders.

don’t want to hide. The people who work

Lloyds TSB

here had nothing to do with the decisions
that led Equitable Life to this,’ says Small.
‘They’ve taken a lot of abuse but they are very loyal.’
Equitable Life is a very different organisation today. It is,

Payouts to with-profits policyholders
were cut and, in February 2001, Equitable’s
sales force and non-profits policies were
sold to Halifax for £1bn. A compromise deal was agreed in
2002: 70,000 GAR policyholders received a 17.5% increase

essentially, fading away – at some point over the next 20 years

in the value of their plans in exchange for surrendering

or so, it will cease to exist. With no new business written since

their guaranteed pension rights, and 415,000 non-GAR

2000, the focus has been on extracting the best possible value

policyholders gained a 2.5% increase by signing away

for its existing policyholders, for as long as they need it.

their right to make a legal claim against Equitable Life. It is

Founded in 1762, Equitable Life was a respected British

estimated that more than 500,000 Equitable Life policyholders

institution when it hit the buffers at the end of the last century.

lost money; the Chadwick report, published in 2010, put the

The root of its problems lay in the 1950s, when the society

absolute loss at between £2.9bn and £3.7bn.

started to sell (unhedged) policies with a guaranteed annuity

12

rate (GAR); it stopped selling guaranteed policies in 1988 but,

Seizing the opportunity

with interest rates falling and inflation low, and with 90,000

Equitable Life needed careful and sensitive management

GAR policies on its books, it quickly began to struggle to meet

for its remaining existence. But who would take on such a

its annuity commitments.

job? ‘I think every [finance professional] would have a natural
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‘We all thought
we were being
heroic in taking
on HBOS, but the
next day we were
villains. For those
of us in the back
office, it was a jolt’
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bias against moving to a shrinking

was to create policyholder value – if

company,’ says Small. ‘Equitable Life

we did our job right, the capital

was a closed book in run-off, and I

distribution to policyholders would

didn’t know anything about life and

increase,’ he says.
He adds that ‘the penny dropped’

pensions. When I was approached it

in terms of the right approach when

didn’t sound like it was for me. But
Chris didn’t take no for an answer.’
That’s Chris Wiscarson, CEO of
Equitable Life since 2009 and, before
that, group integration director
at Lloyds Banking Group, where
Small was the FD overseeing the
integration of Lloyds and HBOS.

‘I realised that as
an accountant you
could be co-pilot in a
business quite early
on in your career’

to do the exact opposite of what
a ‘normal’ insurer would do: ‘Most
insurance companies look for a
good mix of equities, bonds, gilts
and so on that give them the best
rate of return on investment. But our
priority was to improve policyholder

‘Chris was looking for a finance

capital – that was much more

director for Equitable Life and it
became apparent after a few conversations with him that there

important than making sure that future retirees got a 2% return

was an opportunity here to do wonderful things. It’s not a small

on investment. So we sold most of our equity and focused on

business but I would have the chance to make things happen

bonds and gilts.’

quickly.’ He joined the society in 2012.
Small’s role has focused on derisking – selling off Equitable

14

he realised that Equitable Life had

The next step was to try to ‘fix’ the deals that Equitable Life
had been forced to commit to in order to survive its darkest

Life’s assets where possible, and balancing solvency and

days – Small calls this stage ‘regaining control of our destiny’.

cash. ‘When Chris arrived here, the terminal bonus that

Outsourcing contracts were renegotiated, and the product

policyholders received on retirement was zero. His mission

portfolio was reviewed. ‘We still had almost £5bn of annuities
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on our books, which have a longer tail of life than with-profits
policies. That was a disproportionate capital strain, so we sold

i

Tips

the rest of our annuities to Canada Life.’
True to the management’s word, capital distribution rates to
policyholders have increased steadily – to 12.5% in 2011 and
35% in 2015. The company has £7bn in assets today, compared

*

‘I say to our graduates that if you want to stand out in

*

‘Winning hearts and minds is essential. I can’t pass a

*

‘The mindset has to be “should we be doing that?”

*

‘With things like automation you need scale and a

finance, you need to be good at people management
and at the commercial aspects of business.’

with £35bn at its peak. But this has been about a lot more than
meeting financial targets; running a shrinking business brings
its own, considerable, management challenges too. There is
a controlled, structured approach to removing work, adapting

stage without wanting to stand on it and talk. I want to
communicate what we’re doing and why.’

processes and cutting costs as the business shrinks – and that
inevitably includes regular redundancies. It is testament to the
success of the transition that productivity has doubled over the
past five years as the company has shrunk.
In its heyday Equitable Life employed thousands of
people; in 2011 it employed around 450 over four floors of
its headquarters, and that has now reduced to 242 over two

rather than “we’ve always done it that way”.’

growing business to make it work.’

floors. ‘There’s no job for life here and people know it,’ Small
says – but adds that that has never been a barrier to recruiting

was simply because I started reading the Financial Times and

and retaining good people.

found the language of business very interesting,’ he explains.

The management keep staff closely informed. ‘We have a

‘I was fascinated in how a business operates and – most

strategy briefing every year to explain where we are on the

importantly – how you can change it. I realised that as an

cost programme and what that will probably mean over the

accountant you could be a co-pilot in a business quite early on

coming 12 months in terms of redundancies,’ says Small. ‘And

in your career.’

then we have monthly Q&As with the CEO and me, as well as
team meetings and coffee mornings. We are very open.’
Redundancy terms are generous, which means that most

The ACCA Qualification, he says, was attractive because it
allowed him to keep his options open.
Small is clearly a people person – he talks animatedly about

redundancies are voluntary, and Equitable runs a strong

the importance of behavioural economics in Equitable Life’s

learning and development programme for remaining staff:

work. One of the society’s biggest remaining challenges,

‘We say here that we can’t guarantee employment but we can

for instance, is managing the uncertainty risk over when

guarantee employability.’

policyholders will choose to take their money (a problem that

Small’s previous role, overseeing the integration of Lloyds

has been exacerbated by the pension freedom and choice

and HBOS, gave him good experience of dealing with

reforms that came into force in 2015). ‘We’re carrying out a big

cultural upheaval. ‘I had great pride in Lloyds,’ he says. ‘Banks

data exercise looking at that at the moment,’ he says, ‘using

are meant to be dull, and it was a good, solid bank. We all

all the data we have to try to better understand what triggers

thought we were being heroic in taking on HBOS, but the next

people to cash in their policies.’

day we were villains. The industry as a whole made some huge

Equitable Life used to be a large organisation; today it is a

mistakes, but for those of us in the back office it was a jolt. We

medium-sized one. The transition is not just about slashing

were all determined to prove the takeover would work.’

costs, it is about managing a business that is fundamentally
changing over time. ‘The mindset here has to be “should

Doing strategy

we be doing that?”, rather than “we’ve always done it that

For Small, his role at Equitable Life sums up the reasons why

way”,’ is how Small puts it. The usual rules just do not apply,

he wanted to become an accountant in the first place. ‘I can

as an experiment with automation (scuppered by Equitable’s

apply my business knowledge, and that was what they wanted

non-standard contracts) recently showed. ‘With things like

here – someone who was more than a financial controller.

automation you need scale and a growing business to make it

They wanted someone who could help on the strategy and

work, and we don’t have that,’ Small says. So Equitable Life will

implementation side, and that has been the case.’

continue, until the end, to do things in its own way.

AB

A history graduate, Small trained for the ACCA Qualification
in his spare time while working for Hogg Robinson Travel. ‘It

Liz Fisher, journalist
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The view from
Stuart Graham FCCA, FD and joint managing director,
Lansons Communications, and media junkie

$12

I was a butcher before

Managing reputational risk

an opportunity to join an

is becoming a key board-

advertising agency came

level issue for our clients.

would be added to global GDP if the

along. Working in the

Research by McKinsey

gender gap is narrowed by 2025.

accounts team, I realised

suggests that there are

Source: McKinsey Global Institute

that media, advertising and

now around 10 times as

PR was the environment I’d

many publicly known

US

trillion

Homebase write-off

like to build my career in.

corporate crises as there
were in the 1990s. That statistic means

The value of the Homebase retail chain

I self-studied for the ACCA

that almost every senior executive,

has been written off. Homebase was

Qualification. One of my big drivers

reputation manager and corporate

bought by Australia’s Wesfarmers group

was to earn points for a visa to work

communications director will be faced

in 2016 for £340m, with a commitment

in Australia. That plan was scuppered

with a crisis to manage at some point in

to invest £500m in rebranding stores as

when my partner announced she was

their career. We are working with lots of

Bunnings. Now Wesfarmers is to write

pregnant with our first child the night

our clients both to prepare for and to

off £444m of goodwill on the acquisition,

before my final exam!

manage business crisis.

of the Homebase brand name. A review

As the first in-house accountant at

The sector I work in is going through

will be conducted into Homebase’s

Lansons, I’ve been privileged to

an immense transformation. It was only

operations, with up to 40 UK stores to

build its finance function. Now, I am

a decade ago that many of our clients

close. Michael Schneider, managing

immersed in a business that has grown

communicated with their audiences

director of the Wesfarmers’ subsidiary

into a portfolio of companies with a

via newspapers. Today, the digital

Bunnings Group, said: ‘The disruption

£25m turnover. My multidisciplinary role

route is at the forefront of multichannel

caused by the rapid repositioning of the

sees me helping our newer businesses

corporate media strategies.

business has contributed to greater than

grow and flourish. I sit on the boards of

expected losses.’

three of these businesses as a non-

I joined ACCA’s corporate sector

executive director. I find it inspiring to

network panel partly to demonstrate

work with so many entrepreneurs.

my gratitude for what ACCA has

plus £10m on the remaining book value

CEO pay link to results
Companies that provide modest pay to

given me. Hard graft is required to

their CEOs perform better, according

achieve ACCA membership, but the

to a study by Vlerick Business School

qualification has given me numerous

in Belgium. The study examined the

opportunities, and I’m pleased to be

pay levels of CEOs and CFOs in 861

able to give something back and attract

companies in the major stock indexes
in Europe, including the FTSE 100 and
250 in the UK. Researchers found that
firms with better financial performance
tended to pay their CEOs less than
others. The data also revealed that CEO
overpayment was more common in firms
with widely dispersed share ownership.

My partner
announced she was
pregnant with our
first child the night
before my final
ACCA exam!

others into the profession.
Looking to the future, I see many
exciting opportunities here. As a
partner, I have a stake in the business,
and there are so many goals we want
to achieve. We’re also acquisitive and
looking to build the business. I am
excited by what the future holds.
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Back after the break
Return to work initiatives mean that career breaks for family commitments don’t have
to end up being permanent departures from a business or even the profession itself
With the largest proportion of female

Getting back into the workplace can

to look for new ways to source the

members worldwide of any accountancy

be daunting – particularly for those who

skills they need. One historically

body (and their numbers are growing),

have been living in a world of nappies

under-appreciated source is returners

ACCA is particularly interested in

and CBeebies. As Lisa Thompson,

– people who have taken extended

managing the potential of this largely

managing director and founder of the

career breaks and now want to return

untapped resource. ACCA chief

Blue Acorns professionals collective,

to the workforce. Often they are

executive Helen Brand, says: ‘Looking

says: ‘These highly skilled, experienced

women going back to work after

at our profession, the career promise is

professionals know they have lost touch

starting or raising a family, although

about offering flexibility and long-term

with up-to-date technical knowledge

they may also be those with caring

prospects. The possibility of returning to

and skills. But even more crucially, after,

responsibilities for older people (some,

work after a break is one aspect of this

say, five years out of the loop, they have

‘the sandwich generation’, have cared

career longevity that we are looking to

lost confidence – and they need that to

for parents as well as children).

give our members.’

get back into the workforce.’

Talent shortages are forcing companies

Can I really do this?
Guohui Cao FCCA has completed a returner programme with Deloitte. She had
worked for another Big Four firm in London before returning to China for five years
to care for her mother, who was unwell. She says it was a wonderful time: ‘The life
experiences I had mean that I can deal with difficult situations in a calm way.’
Following her mother’s death in 2017, she returned to London to look for a similar
job to the one she had left and found the Deloitte Return to Work programme. ‘I was
thrilled my application was successful.’ This is a rigorous process, just like applying
for any position. After completing an online application, Cao had a phone interview
with a senior member of the Deloitte resourcing team, then face-to-face interviews
with the director and subsequently the partner of the tax team.

‘After, say, five
years out of the
loop, people lose
confidence – and
they need that
to get back into
the workforce’

She describes the 20-week programme as a ‘perfect opportunity that fitted my
circumstances’. It involves working a four-day week, with tailored support to help the
returner readjust to the workplace. Workshops on business, markets, IT, technical and
professional skills brought Cao and the others on the programme up to speed.
Working in the banking group tax team, she has help from a sponsoring partner,

Cue return-to-work programmes
designed to rebuild confidence and
networks quickly. ‘Returner programmes

team leader and a coach. ‘Senior colleagues got me involved and exposed to a

provide an intervention,’ says Anne-

variety of projects,’ she says. ‘They trusted me and encouraged me to the level I was

Marie Taylor, founder of Ireland-based

at before my career break.’

Career Returners. ‘They help people

After five years away, Cao says she did not feel very confident, particularly in her tax

over the initial doubts to get back to the

technical knowledge. She says the programme significantly boosted her confidence.

level they were at before their career

She adds that returners have to be committed: ‘You need to work hard and learn

break. What has tended to happen is

quickly. You have to prepare yourself to meet the clients so you can perform your

they think they cannot return to the

role.’ She also worked hard at networking.

management level, so they go for an

While there are other ways to start over, Cao says that her experience of a formal
returner programme has been overwhelmingly positive.

assistant job. They get the job, then
after a short while they think “I could do
the senior role”. A returner programme

18
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helps people to go back to the level

I wanted structure and support

they left.’

‘I applied for the Virgin Money’s ReCareer programme because I was keen on

Goldman Sachs coined (and

returning to work after nearly two years away raising a young family,’ says Kathryn

trademarked) the term ‘returnships’

Barber, senior treasury reporting analyst in Virgin Money’s treasury department. ‘I was

in 2008 in the US, when it devised a

just getting to grips with this when the ReCareer opportunity presented itself. It was

formal programme offering a paid

very appealing, because it offered a really structured approach.

work placement, like internships for

‘The programme has been absolutely fantastic. The transition back to work has

graduates. Many organisations have

been made much easier than I imagined due to the support structure in place. My

since copied this, with financial services

previous experience of returning to work after my first maternity leave was tough, but

and professional services particularly

this time was much more positive. ReCareer encouraged returners to offer support

embracing the idea.

to one another, and there was formal help from an external coach and internal HR

Deloitte claims to be first in the sector
to the party. ‘Deloitte’s Return to Work

colleagues. This was in addition to the support offered by the department I work in.
‘I have a role within the treasury team that draws on my skills from previous roles

programme, launched in 2015, was

and allows me to develop new skills as I focus on developing my career with Virgin

an industry first,’ says Emma Codd,

Money. I am delighted to have secured a permanent role now. I have met some truly

Deloitte’s managing partner for talent.

inspirational colleagues and have benefitted immensely from the shared experience

‘Since then we have enabled 37 women

of the programme.’

in the UK to re-enter the workplace and
restart their careers. We are incredibly
proud of our programme and its

Natalie Gill, programme director

be treated any differently from anyone

participants, and look forward to seeing

of Timewise, a flexible working and

else in the organisation. While they

them go from strength to strength.’

hiring specialist, says: ‘We are talking

don’t want to be highlighted, they

to companies about innovative ways

nevertheless recognise they have a gap

own former employees, which makes

they can attract people back to work;

in skills – whether that is technology

sense given they will have knowledge

the returner programme is one way

skills, regulatory or legislation that

of the company culture and procedures,

to do that. Feedback we have from

has happened in the time they have

they do look and think more widely.

candidates is that they don’t want to

been out of work.’

While many businesses target their
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Career relaunch assistance from ACCA

points out that ‘a returner programme
is not free in terms of setup costs and

ACCA aims to support those on a career break, voluntary or otherwise, to help

administration, but at least they are now

ease their return back to work. It has launched a returning to work programme,

on employers’ radars. And with that

consisting of guidance, case studies, conferences and a tailored job search facility for

comes an improved perception of those

professional accountants.

who have been out of the workplace,

The guidance offers insights on how to keep up with changes in the profession and
how to relaunch a career. The conferences will provide returnees with the opportunity
to network, learn from those who have already made that journey back into the
workplace, and earn CPD credits. Visit accaglobal.com/returningtowork.

and the reassurance for those individuals
that their career is not over.’
But she adds: ‘We must overcome
unconscious bias, assumptions and
perception barriers. Because someone
has taken time out of work, there can be

Gill also suggests that, where

‘At the end
of a returner
programme there is
no guarantee there
will be a job. Both
parties are eyeing
each other to see
if there is a fit’

applicable, employers should recognise
any skills acquired during a career gap.
‘Employers should not ignore the career
break,’ she says.
For Gill, a fundamental part of the
success is flexibility. ‘For returner
programmes to work,’ she says, ‘it is
imperative that companies build an
element of flexibility not only into the
programme itself, but more importantly,

the sense that they are not as committed
to the business or as reliable.’
Even with well-resourced returner
programmes, not every story will have a
happy ending. ‘At the end of a returner
programme there is no guarantee there
will be a job,’ says Taylor. ‘Both parties
are eyeing each other to see if there is a
fit. But it is at least a great opportunity
for the company to see if it could work
out and for the returner to try the
workplace again.’

into the job or role that the returner will

ACCA would like to be at the forefront

have at the end of the programme.’
tailored returner coaching, mentoring

of driving returner programmes. Brand

is typical of many. The company

and induction. Technical training

says: ‘It is a waste of skills when people

describes it as ‘a programme that will

ensures they are up to date with industry

permanently leave the workforce. Our

support, develop and inspire people

or professional changes. There are

own members have gone through a

who have taken a break from working

opportunities to network internally with

challenging education and training

for whatever reason, give them practical

senior members of the organisation,

process. They’ve gained great

help and an opportunity to get into

and a buddying system to ensure the

experience and having that permanently

the career they want’. It is a 13-week

returner enjoys the programme.

lost isn’t productive.

Virgin Money’s ReCareer programme

Sarah Kingsbury, co-chair of the

professional internship during which

‘Our lives don’t go in straight lines,

participants join a team and take on a

women’s network at IHS Markit, a global

and the flexibility offered by returnships

significant piece of work while receiving

information and analysis company,

is important to individuals, families and
communities. Returner programmes

Government supporting business

are part of the pattern of the way the
workplace is moving.’

AB

Returner training was given UK government support through a £5m fund announced
in the 2017 spring Budget. The government aims to work with business groups and
public sector organisations on boosting opportunities for women returning to work.
Jane Goldsmith, EY’s financial services talent partner, says: ‘Returner programmes
provide an effective bridge back into the workplace. We’ve seen this in our own
business. Our EY Reconnect programme provides a professional, paid internship for
experienced individuals restarting their careers after an extended career break. The
feedback from our pilot programme has been really positive. It’s helped us tap into a
talent pool of highly experienced individuals.’
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Peter Williams, journalist
More information
See the Women Returners website
for an idea of the spread of returner
programmes, at corp.womenreturners.
com/uk-returnships
The full findings of the Timewise
survey are at bit.ly/women-returners
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Home away from home
In this second article in our series on how UK businesses should consider preparing for
Brexit, we look at how to set up a corporate bridgehead in the EU
Because setting up a foreign subsidiary

factors do they need to consider when

operate, financial services businesses

can be a costly and complicated

setting up an office in the EU?

can’t afford to wait until the last minute

One of the key drivers for businesses

process, most companies consider such

to set up in an EU member state will

absolutely necessary. But as Britain’s

be regulation. The most obvious case

focused on payments, started looking

exit from the EU looms, many more will

of this is the financial services sector.

into establishing an EU subsidiary ahead

find themselves forced to do just that.

At present, UK financial services

of the referendum in case the UK voted

The EU is the sole export destination

companies enjoy ‘passport’ rights to

for an exit. At the time, PPRO was still

for around 130,000 UK companies. For

sell their products across the EU. It is

relatively modest in scale, with only 80

companies in certain sectors, especially

very possible that this privilege will

employees (the figure has since risen to

financial services and pharmaceuticals,

be lost with Brexit, according to Sarah

around 200). ‘This was a business-critical

a physical presence within the EU may

Ouarbya, partner in the regulatory team

decision to ensure market access,’ says

turn out to be essential.

of Mazars. ‘Given that their right to

chief executive Simon Black. ‘Since it

operate is at stake and it can take up as

takes a long time to set up operations,

long as 12 months to get a licence to

we did not have the luxury of waiting

So why will businesses need to
establish an EU bridgehead and what

22

to set up an EU presence,’ she says.

a profit-trimming exercise only when

The PPRO Group, a fintech business
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until the end of negotiations. If there

are experienced in dealing with

subsidiary is located,’ says Dodwell, who

is a big rush after Brexit talks end, with

e-money and fintech firms,’ explains

recommends seeking out a local adviser,

hundreds of firms seeking regulatory

Black. ‘It is also a good place to recruit

if applicable with the assistance of their

approval and new staff in a few

in our industry and an attractive place to

UK advisers, some of whom will have

locations, getting up and running could

send staff from London.’

collaborative relationships in the EU.

take even longer.’
Financial businesses are not alone.

Companies moving overseas for the

While tax may not be the prime
concern, it should still play some role

first time also need to think about how

‘Other sectors that are heavily reliant

in the choice. We will explore taxation

to retain corporate coherence. On the

on EU regulation also need to start

issues in more depth in a later AB article

most practical level, this might mean

considering an EU bridgehead,’ says Bill

in this series, but we can note here that

ensuring your accounting software

Dodwell, head of tax policy at Deloitte

the absolute cost of the tax bill will vary

can incorporate figures from an EU

in the UK. The obvious sectors include

widely – with a 12.5% corporate tax

subsidiary. ‘Companies that have

pharmaceutical, where companies

rate in Ireland versus 33% in France.

hitherto been operating only in the UK

require EU sign-off for drugs they

Individual levels of income tax and

will need a system that is capable of

design or manufacture. While the

social security payments will also be an

incorporating activity from overseas,

largest pharma businesses will already

important consideration for relocating

and coping with a different currency,

have operations on the continent, many

language and legislation,’ says Dodwell.

smaller biotech companies will not.

Broader coherence is also important.

Even small media and airline businesses

Relocating a UK senior executive to

may need an EU subsidiary to ensure
continued market access.
Companies producing complicated
manufacturing goods may also need
to consider establishing or deepening
EU operations,’ says Sonali Parekh,
head of policy at the Federation of
Small Businesses (FSB). ‘For those with
complex supply chains, with inputs
criss-crossing the border, it may turn out

the chosen EU destination can be a

‘It is an extra
burden, as we now
have essentially
two headquarters,
and certain
jobs had to be
duplicated’

big help, as can frequent face-to-face
meetings with staff on both sides, says
Dodwell. ‘At the start, this is the most
effective way of building a unified
approach. Of course, virtual meetings
can kick in once the foundations of
corporate consistency are built.’
For most smaller businesses with
activity in the EU, setting up a foreign

to be more efficient for some of them to

outpost will be costly and complicated.

create an EU bridgehead.’

‘This was something that was forced
executives. ‘We also encourage

upon us by Brexit,’ says Black. ‘It is an

Location, location

companies to look into the ease of

extra burden, as we now have essentially

For UK companies that do decide

dealing with tax administrations, and

two headquarters, and certain jobs

to create an EU subsidiary, the next

managing VAT, for instance, as this also

had to be duplicated. Some SMEs that

question is in which one of the

varies considerably,’ says Dodwell (PwC’s

can’t afford two operations may have

remaining 27 EU nations they should

Paying Taxes report has useful data).

to choose between the UK and the EU.’

set up. For most companies, business

Another key issue for companies

For many companies that rely heavily on

considerations will be more important

establishing their very first subsidiary

EU revenues, relocation may be crucial

than pure tax efficiency. ‘Companies

is how to obtain accounting and legal

to maintaining market access.

need to look for an ecosystem that

advice. The FSB is working on an

will support their needs,’ says Parekh.

outreach effort to help UK businesses

favourable deals to retain access,

‘Locating in a city with a cluster of similar

set up EU operations, but even small

companies would be unwise to pin

businesses can be prudent, as this usually

companies will need ongoing support

their fortunes on this outcome. And

ensures a pool of available talent and a

in navigating the accounting and legal

given the complexity of setting up

hospitable regulatory environment.’

systems of their new host countries.

foreign operations, waiting until the last

This was an important concern

‘Some SMEs will be getting

for PPRO, which set up its office in

accounting and legal advice from

Luxembourg. ‘The country’s regulators

firms without a presence where their

While the UK government may strike

moment could also be a risky option.
Dijana Suljovic, journalist
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Slicing the angel cake
Investment in startups has taken off since the government introduced tax incentives,
but competition for angel investors is fierce. So what are they looking for?
Despite reports of startup numbers

him, investing expertise and cash after

online sites. ‘The difference is that an

dropping by 10% in 2017, partly owing

having sold their own enterprise; often

angel will remain interested in, and in

to the government clampdown on

they are wealthy City executives.

touch with, the investment,’ says Page.

‘disguised employment’, the angel

‘Every night of the week, well
connected angel investors can attend

to invest in, so the chance of attracting

strength to strength. The UK has some

pitching events, with four or five

an angel is slim. In the course of a year,

way to go to catch up with the scale of

companies asking for funding; investors

up to 2,000 businesses will pass across

the movement in the US (see box), but

don’t have to go far,’ says Page.

Page’s desk, but about only 30 will make

many innovative SMEs here are feeling
the benefit of government incentives.

CPD

It was George Osborne who, as

it through the various stages to funding.

Soft touch

‘We’re often more interested in

Investors are looking for the hard return

startups if they’re in a team – perhaps a

chancellor in 2012, introduced the Seed

of a big payback from winning startups,

founder with a couple of others helping.’

Enterprise Investment Scheme (SEIS),

and the equally satisfying ‘soft return’

Page also looks for entrepreneurs who

offering significant tax incentives to

of being involved. Angels often invest

have qualities such as determination and

investors – or ‘angels’ – in small early-

in sectors that they know and where

perseverance. ‘And they shouldn’t be

stage companies.

they can offer the most insight, lending

draining the company finances by taking

their expertise by sitting on the board

a big salary. We turn away a lot where

financial risk and cost of investment,

or providing specialist advice when

founders have come from big corporates

and increase the financial upside, as the

required. This skills and knowledge

and want a substantial pay-packet;

gains are tax-free.

transfer seems to have an impact, as US

they’re not entrepreneurs.’

Tax breaks significantly reduce the

SEIS is an international scheme; the

research suggests angel-funded startups

Investors also want to be clear exactly

relief offered by the UK government

do better than counterparts without this

what gap in the market is plugged by

is open to any company in the world

type of funding.

the product they’re investing in. At this

provided they either set up a fixed

There is a significant difference

early stage, the product or service is

place of business in the UK or have an

between angel investing and

often little more than a gleam in the

authorised representative. In addition,

crowdfunding – where a lot of people

eye. Pre-revenue, angels look for third-

UK companies can raise SEIS funding for

contribute a small amount of money, £50

party validation of the product.

overseas subsidiaries. Research suggests

or £100, to projects or ventures through

In funding there is always a tussle

that 87% of angels used SEIS, or its less

over valuation. Sounding as if he is

generous sibling EIS, in 2016.

straight out of an episode of Dragons’

In the UK, a typical angel may make
two or three investments a year, putting
£5,000 to £10,000 in each. Or they might
invest in an SEIS fund, which will have a
portfolio, thus diversifying risk.
The UK Startup Funding Club (SFC)
has made 100 angel investments
in its five-year history, including in
overseas entities. Chief executive
Stephen Page is a former software
industry entrepreneur. Many angels
are enthusiastic entrepreneurs like

24

There are a lot of startups out there

investment market is going from

‘We turn away a
lot of applicants
where founders
have come from
big corporates and
want a substantial
pay-packet; they’re
not entrepreneurs’

Den, Page says: ‘We see stupid,
illogical valuations – say, £1m when they
should be £200,000-£400,000 – and no
prototypes or anything to show.’
Overpricing stems from founders’
aversion to giving away too much
ownership for too little money. The
answer for the funding-seekers is to
break the investment down into stages:
the first minimum funding can help
prove the concept and validate the
steps the company is taking, which
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What’s going on stateside?

*

The world’s largest angel market is the US. It too has had a boost from the
revenue service. In December 2015 Congress made permanent the provision
of 100% tax-free gains on startup investments, up to $10m per investment. The
median investment is $25,000.

*

US angels are estimated to fund 10 times the amount of those in the UK: annual

*

Over 60% of US angels are based outside Silicon Valley, Boston and New York. As

UK angel investment amounts to £1.5bn ($2.03bn), according to the UKBAA. In
the US, $25bn is invested in 700,000 companies each year.
in the UK, men dominate the investor pool: 14% of UK angels are women; in the
US the figure is 22% but that rises to 30% of new angels.

Source: Wharton and Angel Capital Association (ACA) study of 1,659 accredited US
angel investors in November 2017

Vital statistics

*
*

*

investments for three to five years.
The top three sectors invested in by angels are healthcare and digital health,
biotech and pharmaceuticals, and fintech.
In 2016 half of angels invested under £50,000; 1% invested over £1m.

CPD

*
*
*

Most UK angels invest in five or fewer companies each year and expect to hold

Around 80% of angels invested through a syndicate in 2016.
Angels tend to co-invest with others such as angel syndicates, venture capital
funds, crowdfunding platforms and grants such as Innovate UK.
Angel portfolios have performed well in 2016: on average 43% of an angel’s
portfolio experienced high turnover growth (over 20% increase).

Source: British Business Bank and the UK Business Angels Association

means later stage investing – perhaps

their shares in May 2017, realising a tax-

underpins this market, so if it was to

even after securing some sales – can be

free gain of 70 times their original stake

be removed or reduced, there would

closed at a higher valuation.

after SEIS tax relief.

of course be an impact. But, more

While tax breaks have helped the US

importantly, angels themselves need to

Onfido, which uses machine-learning

and the UK become hotspots for angel

keep committing their time and money

technology to help businesses digitally

investing, early startup financing happens

to get startups to fly.

confirm people’s identities. It received

around the world. The Angel Investment

initial angel investment of £150,000 four

Network lists nearly 60 countries on its

years ago. Its client list now includes

site linking investors with companies.

As for success stories, Page cites

Deliveroo and Zipcar, and last spring it

AB

Peter Williams, journalist

The future of angel investing depends

raised $30m. While the current valuation

on general factors such as political

is not public information, Page says that

and economic developments. But

some initial angel investors sold some of

specific factors are also at play. Tax relief

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Living by numbers
Professional accountancy is not for wimps. Drawing on her many years
of experience, Alison Thomas offers some light-hearted advice

Q
A

My boss has put me in charge of
the XBRL filing process. Does this

mean she doesn’t like me?

by an extravagant lunch. The internet
put an end to all that. Access to
limitless information created limitless

few years ago, I too might have

opportunities to research sectors,

seen this as the fast train to career

competitors and products. Lunching

obscurity, but the world of XBRL is about

al fresco has been replaced by lunching

to step into the limelight. Rather than

al desko.
But does big data spell the end for

thinking of this as a cruel punishment,
think of it as a chance to get visibility

the annual report? Absolutely not.
Not every investor has access to the

with the leadership team and to make

Q

My daughter used to think she
would take a leaf out her father’s

book and become an accountant. But
as she approaches her A-levels, she is
talking about getting a ‘proper trade’

a real difference to the company’s

tools that allow them to exploit the

– perhaps training to be a plumber. I’m

operational effectiveness.

big data potential. And the value of

trying to dissuade her. Any tips?

From 2020, financial reports in

the annual report goes beyond simply

Europe will have to be filed in a single
electronic format, which puts you at the

A

Are you kidding me? You would
turn down the opportunity to have

a plumber in the family? Crazy talk.

heart of implementing a new reporting

The life of
the professional
investor used to be
so straightforward:
a spot of
financial analysis
followed by an
extravagant lunch

requirement – one that could touch
every part of your reporting process,
from how your company pulls together
information internally to how it presents
its message externally. Figuring out
the best strategy for moving your
company’s reporting into the digital age
has major implications for your business.
Your new role means developing a
vision for tomorrow’s reporting and
evaluating the most cost-effective path

Seriously, I suspect that all you want
is for your daughter to have a career
that combines a degree of financial
security (allowing the bank of mum
and dad to shut up shop) with day-today job satisfaction. I know it is hard
to believe, but there are people out
there who find fulfilment in jobs that
do not include balance sheets – such
as plumbing. Provided your daughter’s
decision is an informed one, that’s to
be respected.

to achieving that goal. You will need to

But how can you help her with her

be able to communicate the available

plugging a hole for those out of the

decision? You might consider trying

options to your leadership team.

big-data race. Investors still want to see

to arrange for her to shadow both an

Rather than disliking you, your boss

management’s view on operations, the

accountant and a plumber for a few

may just think you are the best person

competitive environment and the risks

days. Get a smell for both professions,

to deliver on a pretty important job.

they face. They also depend on access

so to speak. Then take a step back and

to credible and comparable financial

allow her to make up her own mind.

Q

I can’t help wondering whether

information to make sense of the

investors bother with the annual

economic returns that a company offers.
But that doesn’t mean that everything

report these days. Its value is surely

If you are still determined to take a
more active approach to dissuading her
from the path of plumbing, you could

dwarfed by the limitless potential of

still has to be reported in a nice, glossy

remind her that financial statements

big data.

physical document. Controversial

are like the plumbing of a company –

The life of the professional investor

though this may sound, I do wonder

everything flows through them.

used to be so straightforward:

whether it is time for the annual report

A

a spot of financial analysis followed

26

I like your style
Watch the next video in a series
on investors: this month, different
investment styles, at bit.ly/AB-Kattar3

to enter the digital age.

AB

Alison Thomas is a consultant
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On the plus side…
With so much negative coverage about women’s issues in the press at the moment,
Robert Bruce decides to take a moment to assess just how far the agenda has come
Leading edge

You can measure change in many

Listen to Robert Bruce’s podcast
on the qualities of leadership, at
accaglobal.com/ab/podcasts

different ways. You can, as accountants
generally do, use the numbers.
But often culture, and the way it is
changing, tells you more – it is just
harder to measure. Often it is a sudden

Davos this year, among the 2,622

insight that tells you that change is

people invited, only 15% were women.

accelerating, or an anniversary that

Meanwhile, the push towards getting

makes you take stock, such as the

33% representation of women on UK

centenary of women getting the vote.

company boards looks as though it will

And this is true when it comes to

be reached later this year. Back in 2008,

diversity in the workplace.

less than 12% of FTSE 100 companies

It is a decade since President Obama

had female board members.

pointed out that it was unarguable

Statistically, the nature of boards

that ‘our daughters should have the

is changing, although this may be

same opportunities as our sons’. That

the result of easy moves such as

obvious but simple statement is now

the appointment of women as non-

underscored by the statistical growth

executive directors.

of women on boards of companies, in

However, while the 33% target may be

senior positions and in what is referred

fulfilled soon and will go on rising, it is

to as ‘the pipeline’ – on their way up the

the pipeline that is key. Cultural change

management ladder.

will come about as the management

It is also underscored by the figures

proportion of women. And that is

way that companies work and the

undoubtedly happening. Across the

results they achieve. This process will be

spectrum, from financial services to the

assisted by the law that comes into force

NHS, the presence of dynamic female

in the UK this April, which will disclose,

managers and directors is making itself

make public, and trigger debate around

felt. This is the important stuff – not

the gender pay gaps in all companies

senior people hitting measurable senior

with more than 250 employees.
The latest research, Delivering
Through Diversity, from consultants
McKinsey, showed happily that between
2011 and 2015, for example, the most
gender-diverse quarter of companies
were 21% more likely than the least
diverse to experience above-average
financial performance. So the growth is
there and the cultural change is working
its way through business. But it is slow.
At the World Economic Forum in

28

teams lower down reflect a greater

that show how diversity changes the

The important
thing is not senior
people hitting
measurable
senior posts but
a critical mass
of competency
coming through.

posts, but a critical mass of competency
coming through.
It came home to me forcibly the other
day at a charity Burns Supper held in
London. The ‘Reply from the Lassies’,
traditionally given as a mild riposte
by the women present, was made by
the managing director of a banking
institution. That told you something. Her
closing rhymes told you more: ‘A limit to
our abilities… there is not/Which is why
we are there in your office/Increasingly
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Campaigners calling for the
newly-granted women’s vote to be
extended to all those over 21.

The way we were
Laura Spira, emeritus professor of corporate governance at Oxford Brookes
University, writes an entertaining blog called ‘What does a professor do all day?’

now as your boss/Directing your home

Recently, realising that it was 50 years since she started her career at what was

space/CEO of your workplace/Who

then Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co (current incarnation: KPMG), she described how

says that we don’t bear a cross?’ And

different working life was back then, particularly for women. ‘In my final year, working

concluded: ‘As your social and cerebral

on the audit of a major UK retailer, I was alone at lunchtime when the finance director

equals/We have changed all the rules…

appeared. “Where are the lads?” he asked. I said they were all at lunch, but, as I was

don’t you know?’ The full-throated roar

the most senior person there that day, perhaps I could help. The look of horror on his

around the room told you the speed of

face was memorable: “They’ve left a woman in charge?” he spluttered. He left in a

change was no longer in doubt.

hurry, apparently to phone the audit partner to check. I was quite impressed when he

AB

returned later and apologised profusely. He said he had no idea that Peat employed
Robert Bruce is an accountancy

women other than secretaries and computer operators.’

commentator and journalist
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Sounding the alarm
Not since the financial crisis has the collapse of a business had such a political impact,
but the warning signs had been flashing at Carillion for all to see, says Jane Fuller
Carillion’s 2016 accounts received a

By the time the chief executive and

clean audit and contained a three-year

cheerleader, Richard Howson, departed

viability statement from its directors.

in July, it was probably too late – hence

A reassuring AGM statement in early

the failure to get a share issue away.

May was followed two months later

As for the pension deficit, falling

by a warning of £845m in losses on

bond yields had swelled liabilities,

construction contracts. Another £200m

as they have elsewhere. Carillion was

of provisions for losses in support

fulfilling its obligation to pay in nearly

services were added in September,

£50m a year to help close the gap, as

rendering the company technically

accepted by both the trustees and The

insolvent, with negative net worth.

Pensions Regulator.

Applying my ‘spot the dog’ checklist

This time last year, the Department

to the 2016 accounts, Carillion flashed

for Work and Pensions was complacent

at least amber on most counts – for

about the state of defined benefit

example, sales rising faster than profits

pension schemes, denying there was

in a low-margin business where the

an affordability problem. In my view, a

winner’s curse can apply to long-

taskforce for the Pensions and Lifetime

term contracts. Carillion was a poor

Savings Association came nearer the

money collector and covered this by

mark in saying: ‘The risk that defined

increasing debts to suppliers. Year-end

benefit scheme members won’t receive

net debt was rising, but in construction

their benefits in full [because of sponsor

the year-end number is flattering and

failure] is poorly understood.’

the cash netted off against borrowings

Should the final dividend for 2016

is largely customer advances. Average

have been cut? If all had gone to plan

gross debt is a better indicator of

in 2017, Carillion believed it could

balance sheet health.

cover both dividend and pension fund

Strategic risks were also clear: an

debt. These assumptions now look

activities and a wide geographic

heroic. But if the dividend had been cut,

spread is hard to manage. Low margins

it would have undermined confidence

and weak cash generation leave little
margin for error, and once credibility is
questioned, operational problems can
quickly escalate.
Governance issues compounded
the case. Opportunities were missed
to bring in new brooms, either through
a change in finance director at the end
of 2016 or via a new auditor (KPMG
had been in place since 1999). These
days, with 10-year tenders mandatory,
one would have expected a change.

30

payments, while stemming the rise in

acquisitive company with diverse

Carillion believed
it could cover
dividend and
pension payments
while stemming
the rise in debt.
These assumptions
now look heroic

in the plan and quite possibly have
hastened the collapse.
No one, including the UK
government, one of Carillion’s most
loyal customers, comes out of this well.
But the political backlash will probably
make things worse.

AB

Jane Fuller is a fellow of CFA UK
and serves on the Audit and
Assurance Council of the Financial
Reporting Council
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Out of the shadows
Flexible working may have become commonplace, but there is still work to do
before it becomes mainstream, accepted and embedded, says Peter Williams
A quiet workplace revolution is

is also an impact on business and the

underway. Flexible working in the UK

wider economy. It is hard to think of an

has become as ubiquitous as the tea

industry that doesn’t claim to be short of

break used to be.

skills. And that is why those in work can

‘Flexible workers’ usually covers

cut a flexible deal.

those on flexitime (which allows them

But we need flexible working to go

to choose start and finish times with an

further. The economy has a swathe of

agreed number of hours); working

talent – including financial professionals

part-time, remotely or from home;

– who would like to return to work

doing shifts; on term-time contracts; or

after a prolonged career break, but

in seasonal employment.

can’t commit to a straight nine-to-five,

According to research, 63% of

40-hour week because they are fulfilling

full-time UK employees work flexibly

other essential duties (see also page 18).

in some way, while most of the rest

So their choice is not to return at all

(another 25%) say they want to. That

or to come back into a more limited

sounds like game over. Flexible working

role than the one they left. Why that

is an accepted norm.

wasted opportunity? Because despite

Not quite. This flexible working has

the prevalence of flexible working,

crept in under the radar and only goes

it still carries a stigma, an aura of

so far. You can only ask for it if you are

disapproval, especially for those entering

already on the payroll or if you are seen

an organisation. Part-time and flexible

as a special case in some way.

working still has connotations of being

Fewer than one in 10 job ads are

flaky and not committed – either to the

likely to offer flexibility, according

role or the organisation.

to Timewise, a business specialising

This attitude is magnified in some

in flexible working, which carried out

sectors – for example, professional

the research.

services – which is trying hard with

The dearth of flexibility in recruitment

return-to-work programmes. However,

offerings reflects the idea that working

these programmes co-exist with a

flexibly comes at a cost to business,

culture of extreme and inflexible

whether through employees exiting
the workforce altogether – usually for
family/career imperatives – or moving
roles to a costly part-time basis. For
employees this still equates to a toxic
mix of uncertain or non-existent rights
bordering on exploitation, limited
progression prospects and, of course,
low pay.
While rigid or limited flexibility
patterns of employment cost workers,
predominantly women, it is clear there

Part-time
and flexible
working still has
connotations of
being flaky and
not committed,
either to the role or
the organisation

working practices, such as working all
night to complete the audit.
For global companies, a culture of
diversity and inclusivity is increasingly
seen as important in driving success.
In part that means coming clean and
making flexible mainstream, accepted
and embedded. Flexible working needs
to come out of the closet.

AB

Peter Williams is an accountant
and journalist
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Trailblazing diversity
For over a century, ACCA has been shaped and led by many pioneering women, and
gender equality remains at the top of the agenda, says ACCA president Leo Lee
In the lead-up to this year’s
International Women’s Day on
8 March, I have been thinking about
the significance of this celebration
for ACCA. We have also been
taking stock of our membership this
year as we celebrate reaching our
200,000-member milestone.
At ACCA we owe a large part of our
identity, our diversity, our past and
future to the many pioneering women
who have shaped and led ACCA.
More than 100 years ago, in 1909,
Ethel Ayres Purdie was the first female
member admitted to a professional
accountancy body. She paved the way
for women in ACCA and the profession,
and also campaigned vocally for
suffrage and for fairer taxation treatment
of women.
Purdie was the first of many
trailblazing, inspirational women
who have shaped ACCA. From Vera
di Palma, the first female president of
any international accountancy body,
to Helen Brand, who has this year
overseen a decade of extraordinary

vocal about issues such as disparity

pressing today as it was in 1904: our

progress as our chief executive,

in pay and boardroom diversity.

profession should be open to people

we would not be where we are

We, together with many others,

of all abilities and backgrounds, and it

today had we not welcomed these

continue to work towards achieving

is part of our job to remove any artificial

exceptional leaders.

the United Nations’ Sustainable

barriers in their way (see also page 36).

ACCA members are diverse. We span

Development Goal 5: to achieve gender
equality and empower all women and

Women’s Day: it’s an important part

all walks of life; 46% of our membership

girls by 2030.

of our history and our future, and we

ACCA members are current and future

and 56% of our student base are female.

must continue to push for progress all

Our Council is representative of this

business leaders, and it is important

diversity: of our 36 Council members,

for us to set the tone from the top in

58% are women, and we live and work in

embracing both equality and diversity in

Leo Lee FCCA is retired, but

14 different countries.

our workforce.

formerly held various roles at the

If we are to shape the profession

Across the world, ACCA members

32

Equality isn’t just for International

more than 180 countries and come from

year round.

AB

Securities and Futures Commission of

and staff are campaigning for

– and the world – for good, then the

Hong Kong and is past president of

progress on gender equality. We are

founding ethos of ACCA remains as

ACCA Hong Kong
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Open sesame
SMEs and practitioners alike are hoping for more clarity and improved access to
banking services under the open banking initiative. Will it live up to expectations?

T

he government’s ‘open banking’ initiative, which

says Berks. ‘With open banking and the broader adoption

allows bank customers to freely share their data

of APIs, we are seeing a removal of a lot of the friction that

with third parties via open application programming

currently exists for SMEs in accessing financial services.’

interfaces (APIs), promises to create a wave of competition
and innovation in banking.

The biggest initial potential is where SMEs struggle most:
accessing capital. Banks now have a responsibility to ‘hand off’

Innovation foundation Nesta’s Open Up Challenge has

lending applicants to third parties; with open banking, data

shortlisted 10 companies to provide the necessary services,

can easily be made available to a range of potential lenders.

apps and tools. They range from challenger banks for

‘The banks we are working with see open banking as a

microbusinesses to lending marketplaces and ‘automated

formalisation of, and a catalyst for, a general trend toward

financial assistants’. But will open banking really change the

API-enabled financial services,’ says Berks. ‘We will see banks

way SMEs manage their finances?

partnering in a way they haven’t done before, rather than

Edward Berks, director of banking, fintech and ecosystem at
software provider Xero, points out that the financial services

building a monolithic stack of services.’
API-enabled finance will enable data to flow not just from

needs of small businesses are not going to change, but open

banks to third parties, but back again. Third parties such as

banking offers the democratisation of the APIs that providers

Xero will also be able to act as ‘payment services initiation

like Xero have created for a number of years to feed banks’

providers’, (PSIPs) allowing customers to initiate payments from

data accounting systems. ‘We talk about frictionless finance,’

their platforms and removing another pain point for businesses.
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For accountants this will mean a much greater ease of

accounts. In many ways this market is closest to retail, where

reconciliation, significantly reducing the manual processes and

customer expectations are more personal and driven by

costs associated with bookkeeping. Paul Bulpitt, co-founder

other digital experiences. ‘People demand a more personal

of accounting firm The Wow Company, sees open banking

experience that meets their needs. You can’t do that with a

as the biggest shift in the industry since the introduction

top-level brand that services everyone’ says O’Connor.

of online accounting – and an opportunity to create value

Slicker management

rather than cut costs.
‘There’s a danger that things like banking and accounting

Coconut aims to help sole traders understand and manage

could become commodities,’ he says. ‘When the online

their finances, but also to help accountants maintain their

accountants first came in, they would have one accountant

margins in the face of increasing digitisation. ‘Accountants are

to 300 clients and just try to deliver a cheap model. And SME

spending an inordinate amount of time on manual processes,

banking has become commoditised because customers don’t

which is largely created by the quality of data flowing out of

see what other value they are getting.’

banks,’ says O’Connor. ‘We’re using 100% of the data from

A frequent complaint from businesses, says Bulpitt, is that
their accountant ‘didn’t get back to them, which is actually quite
an easy fix’. Advisers need to understand their customers and

transactions to drive out those manual processes and create a
slicker way of managing customers.’
By contrast, established challenger bank Starling is initially

invest the time saved by automation

targeting limited companies with a

in building relationships, he says.

‘technology stack’ developed to help

Open banking and cloud
accounting combined will increase
accountants’ ability to use banking
data for a deeper and more active
involvement in clients’ businesses,
helping them find the best products,
benchmarking their business and
creating cashflow forecasts based on
real-time data.
While the big banks have been
slow off the mark, open banking
is being embraced by challenger

current account customers keep track

Open banking
will increase
accountants’ ability
to use banking
data for a deeper
and more active
involvement in
clients’ businesses

banks, many of whom already have

of their broader financial positions.
Starling is very much committed to
the marketplace approach.
‘We think APIs are going to
enable a much more competitive
marketplace environment to try and
solve problems for customers,’ says
Jason Wilkinson Brown, Starling’s
business products manager. ‘You
can link to other providers, and
individuals can pick and choose the
tools that suit them.’

open APIs. This is partly because

With players like Google and

they are starting afresh with digital-ready platforms, but also

Amazon waiting in the wings, some see a limitless potential for

because many are concentrating solely on current accounts.

new banking and accounting apps. Others are more cautious:

The growth of APIs enables not so much open banking as

‘The obvious things will happen, but I’m a bit sceptical about

‘marketplace banking’, in which the banking app or platform

the non-obvious things,’ says George Bevis, founder and CEO

offers access to a range of other financial services not provided

of challenger bank Tide. ‘People anticipate an enormous

by the bank.

revolution as a result of open banking, but it’s not the case that

This is particularly appealing to the lower end of the SME
market, which bigger banks have found difficult to serve.

there are lots of remarkable ideas on the horizon.’
Bevis foresees more of a gradual change, with customers

‘What we found is that banks are actively throwing up hurdles

increasingly favouring accountants and banks that simplify

to opening accounts for the smaller guys,’ says Sam O’Connor,

their lives and offer more value-adding services, and offer a

co-founder and CEO of Coconut, which is launching with a

digital experience that bigger banks will struggle to replicate.

current account tailored for sole traders. ‘And while many

‘The real magic is in the execution,’ he says. ‘What we do

of the accounting packages are really good for bigger

is automate away the pain and give you back time for your

businesses, they don’t serve the needs of the one man band –

business. Over time businesses that don’t use next-generation

they can be a bit pricey and a bit complex.’

services like ours will see themselves as missing out.’

AB

Coconut is targeting a market where 55% of potential
customers have not yet separated their business and current
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Mick James, journalist
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Closing the gender gap
Where women
have opportunities
Women’s economic
opportunities are
highly correlated with
a country’s per capita
gross domestic product
(GDP), as research by the
Economist Intelligence
Unit and International
Monetary Fund reveals.

Women’s Economic Opportunity Index 2012

Many countries are close to eliminating gender inequality in health outcomes and
educational attainment, but the political and economic participation gap still gapes
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Performance across all indices

The good news
The GDP-opportunity link may not be surprising, but the

(Selected countries)

picture is more nuanced than this. A 2017 World Economic

Rwanda
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South Africa
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Global average
China
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Forum report looking at political empowerment, health
and survival, educational attainment, and economic
participation and opportunity in 144 countries found that:

96%

of the countries
surveyed have closed
the gap in health
outcomes between
women and men

95%

have closed
the gap in
educational
attainment

The bad news
However, the gaps between women and men on economic
participation and political empowerment remain wide:

58%

23%

of the economic
participation gap
has been closed

of the political
gap has been
closed

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Overall, there has been progress in some areas and
backwards steps in others. Of the 142 countries covered

More information
Read the World Economic Forum’s Global Gender Gap
Report 2017 at bit.ly/AB-GGGR2017

by the gender gap index in both 2017 and 2016, 82
improved on their overall score compared with the
previous year, while 60 saw it decrease.
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Onwards and upwards
Promoting social mobility is not just the right thing to do, it also helps assemble a
workforce better suited to today’s interconnected and complex global economy

E

conomic development is providing opportunities for

validating organisations’ ‘licence to operate’. If businesses

many individuals to realise their ability to live well

are to navigate an era of volatility and complexity successfully,

and prosper in today’s world. But despite economic

then they will need strategic leaders from a variety of
socioeconomic backgrounds.

progress, the world’s least well-off

Economic growth means

citizens still lag significantly behind

succeeding generations are better

the more fortunate. What they need
is access to opportunity, and that
will happen only when economic
development is fully inclusive.
Recent ACCA research says
that social mobility is a business
issue. The report, Purpose and the
profession: the global challenge
of improving upward mobility,
credits social diversity with the
ability to drive better decisionmaking – boosting profits as a
result and, equally importantly,

36

For the profession,
improving social
mobility can go
hand-in-hand with
building dynamic
and sustainable
economies around
the world

off than their parents: the proportion
of the world’s population living in
extreme poverty is falling, while
global literacy rates and income in
many countries is increasing. But,
says ACCA in its report, this progress
should not blind us to entrenched
inequalities between rich and poor.
Inequality of access to opportunity is
most starkly illustrated in the Great
Gatsby curve (see graph opposite),
which shows the relationship
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The Great Gatsby curve

What can the profession do?

More inequality is associated with less mobility across

*

Generational earnings
elasticity (less mobility
)

the generations.

0.3
0.2

*

Germany

*

Sweden

0.1
20

*Finland *Norway
*Denmark

with university degrees or professional qualifications.

*Japan
*
Australia
*New Zealand
Canada*
*
France

0.4

25

Income inequality (more inequality

Increasing the number of qualified accountants whose
parents/carers are non-graduates or non-professionals
means reaching beyond traditional networks and large
urban areas. Meaningful engagement is required with
schools and career services to equip them with information

35

30

be better known among those who have grown up in areas
with few opportunities and do not have family and friends

* *UK US*

Italy

0.5

Raise awareness. Accountancy as a career choice needs to

)

to present professional accountancy as a career option.

*

Remove barriers. Making qualifications accessible
means continuing to improve flexibility in learning and
examinations to meet the educational needs of the current

between inequality and intergenerational social mobility

cohort of students. This flexible learning will continue to

in developed countries. This clearly suggests talent and

develop, becoming more digestible, relevant and targeted

leadership potential is wasted.

than traditional methods. Flexibility gives greater access
for those with family or work commitments, allowing

Equality and the professions

self-paced study. Firms should be lowering barriers and

Professions can play a central role in addressing issues around

removing bias in the hiring process, especially for young

access to opportunities. Doctors, lawyers, financial advisers

people. For example, not all are able to complete work

and accountants wield power and influence, create societal

experience or an internship. For those who are employed,

norms and confer trust. But access to working in a profession

promotion processes must avoid merely hiring in the

can be extremely limited. Securing a well-paid professional

hirer’s image. Such moves should enhance diversity, which
is increasingly important for long-term business success.

job often relies on personal connections, costly qualifications
and strong support networks. This in turn determines the
characteristics of those who create social norms.

*

Provide the tools. The driving forces of a professional
accountancy qualification are the provision of financial

Can professions function properly and ensure a quality of

literacy skills and the promotion of life-long learning. As

livelihood for citizens – particularly the less well off – if they do

the world of work changes – driven, among other factors,

not reflect the society in which they operate? ACCA’s report

by technology – qualifications that fail to supply these

argues that the professions should recognise that they hold an

tools in a complex world will fast become redundant.

influential position in society and make it their goal to improve
mobility.
Leaders of professions are important in determining how
well their countries respond to economic changes and
societal demands on a range of overarching, interconnected

governments, the accountancy profession can make improving
mobility part of its reason for existence.
For the profession, improving social mobility can go hand-

issues that are exacerbated by poverty and inequality. Those

in-hand with building dynamic and sustainable economies

issues include climate change, migration, population growth,

around the world. Actively engaging with the issue extends

urbanisation, ageing populations and healthcare.

beyond lip-service and piecemeal corporate responsibility, and

While the accountancy profession can help individual

covers forging leadership in this area and demonstrating how

mobility by providing qualifications that are recognised

social mobility can enhance performance. Some tangible steps

across the world, it also has to be conscious of left-behind

recommended by the report are laid out in the box above.

regions that may be deprived of the skills of qualified financial

If the accountancy profession can broaden to cater for a

professionals. The accountancy profession can play its part

diverse set of career opportunities – from environmental

in promoting retraining and infrastructure development, and

accounting, computational thinking and data analytics – it can

enabling investment in these regions.

become a more relevant career choice.

And by offering opportunities regardless of background,
removing artificial barriers and advocating mobility to

While understanding social mobility issues is important,
so is collecting data. For businesses to tackle the issue, they
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Open door
Respondents who said it is important that career
opportunities are available to people regardless of
their social background

96%
89%
97%
86%
87%
91%
95%
86%
94%

Africa
Asia Pacific
Caribbean
Central and Eastern Europe (CEE)
Central and South America
Middle East
North America
South Asia
Western Europe

Family background
Parent or guardian did not go to university

51%
56%

Africa
Asia Pacific
Caribbean

23%

CEE

60%

Central and South America
Middle East

36%

North America
South Asia

34%

78%

48%

Western Europe

62%

A word in your ear
Respondents who said that ‘nobody’ influenced them in
choosing to pursue a career in accounting and finance, and
that they decided themselves

50%
39%
Caribbean
52%
CEE
57%
Central and South America
67%
Middle East
49%
North America
50%
South Asia
51%
Western Europe
37%
Africa

Asia Pacific
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require evidence. This means collecting more social diversity
data from employees to inform decision-making and increase
diversity within a business so that it becomes a measurable
part of strategic performance.
Professional bodies and practice leadership teams have a
key role in actively engaging and advocating social mobility
with policymakers across spheres such as education, planning,
digital, finance and data/statistics.

ACCA members’ views
ACCA was founded in 1904 in response to the closed-shop
nature of the profession at the time. Perceived as accessible,
ACCA was committed to opening up previously unavailable
routes into the profession. Today ACCA is still working to
remove barriers and raise awareness of accountancy as a
career choice and the routes into the profession.
An overwhelming 92% of ACCA members and students
believe career opportunities should be open regardless
of social background. Of the nearly 14,000 members and
students who responded to the survey, 74% view ACCA as
accessible compared to other accountancy qualifications.
Thinking of their own personal experience 60% agreed
that the ACCA Qualification has enabled them to access
opportunities regardless of their background, while 29% said
it was still too early to tell, or neither agreed or disagreed,
suggesting there are still barriers to opportunities.
The survey did reveal a career advice gap: only 13% said

Addressing social
mobility issues
must not be an
ineffective add-on
but should be done
in such a way that it
is embedded in the
profession’s future

they were influenced by a school teacher, university lecturer or
career adviser in their choice of career; 56% said they decided
for themselves. Clearly, the education system isn’t promoting
accountancy as a career. Although most started their ACCA
studies when under 25, 15% began when they were over 30.
ACCA does appear to be enhancing social mobility. Some
52% of respondents’ primary-income earning parents or
guardians had, at most, completed secondary school or
high school. When the ACCA member or student was aged
between 11 and 16, 60% of the parents/guardians were in nonmanagerial or non-professional jobs.
The report suggests that the accountancy profession could
play a leadership role by embedding an emphasis on social
mobility into its own priorities. It says that addressing social
mobility issues must not be an ineffective add-on but should
be done in such a way that it is embedded in the profession’s
future. It can be strongly linked to the profession’s unique
distinguishing technical and ethical components, which remain
important as global and technological developments create
ongoing challenges.

AB

Peter Williams, journalist
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Tax rate debate
As the US corporate tax rate cut kicks in, could it start a new global race to the bottom
for tax rates – and, if so, would such competition be good for the global economy?

C

the US decision to slash its top rate from 35% to 21%

Boost for accountants

was just the latest move by governments around

US tax cuts are likely to be good news for the accounting

the world. In 2017, the year before the US tax cuts came

profession. ‘For tax advisers, this should create a lot of work,’

into force, eight countries cut their corporate tax rates,

says KPMG’s global tax policy head Chris Morgan. ‘Everybody

underlining a longer-term trend: the average top rate of

is trying to understand what the legislation will mean – it’s

corporate tax fell from 32.2% in 2000 to 24.3% in 2017.

incredibly complicated.’ The changes also provide an incentive

utting corporate tax never seems to go out of vogue:

Some nations have been especially aggressive. The UK was

for US companies to bring cash back home as the rate levied

among the most decisive, sending its rate tumbling from 28%

has been cut from 35% to between 8% and 15.5%. One way

in 2010 to 19% at present, with a further cut to 17% scheduled

companies might put this cash to use, Morgan says, is by buying

for April 2020. Finland, Spain and Sweden have all reduced

rivals, so boosting M&A activity. ‘If this proves the case, such

their rates by up to five percentage points in recent years,

activity will also add to the workload for accounting firms.’

while Hungary’s 10 percentage-point cut to 9% came into force
last year – the lowest rate in the EU (Ireland levies 12.5%).
So, will the latest US move spark a renewed race to the

elsewhere in the world and, if so, whether this would be

growth or a harbinger of higher individual tax rates, combined

positive for the global economy.’

with higher income inequality?

40

over whether the latest US tax cuts will cause copycat moves

bottom in tax rates? And if so, will this be a boon for global

Gavin Ekins, an analyst at the Tax Foundation in Washington,

‘This has become a highly politicised issue,’ says Eric

believes history offers a guide. ‘When the US [made its] last

Toder, a former US Treasury official and now co-director of

serious cut to its corporate tax rate in 1986, it set off a global

the Tax Policy Center in Washington. ‘Experts are divided

trend,’ he says. ‘Since then the US has been out of the race.
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Now I think it has set a new global standard to which higher-

to locate or invest, multinationals usually place a higher priority

tax countries will gravitate, setting off a new round of tax

on stability, access to market and access to workers, with tax

competition. We saw other countries with the highest rates –

coming only fourth or fifth in the list of priorities.’

France and Belgium – anticipate the US move by announcing
that they would also bring rates lower to remain competitive.’

Morgan is also sceptical about significant rate cuts in rich
nations much beyond those already unveiled by France, Japan

Japanese policymakers have agreed corporate tax cuts,

and the Netherlands. ‘In 1986, the US rate was not out of line

too, albeit only for companies that raise wages. In Europe,

with the global average [49.8% compared with around 48%],’

tax reductions for companies have also played a role in talks

he says. ‘So when it moved nearer the bottom there was heavy

over forming a new coalition government in Germany. The

pressure for other countries to follow. This time the US was near

country faces a double challenge in that the national tax rate

to the top of the rankings and was moving towards the middle.

on companies is relatively low already, and a large share of

So the impetus globally for further cuts is likely to be less.’

revenue is levied by subnational government units, which

A natural follow-up question is whether further tax

makes it harder for the national government to take the

competition would be positive for the global economy. Here

lead. But Ekins argues that if Germany senses a threat to its

the debate is even more intense.

competitive position – especially with France cutting – these
issues won’t stop it from acting.
Even those who expect further rate cuts in rich countries don’t

The first point of contention is over how much revenue
governments sacrifice by cutting corporate tax rates. Fans
of lower levies say that any damage to government finances

anticipate immediate action from the world’s second largest

is limited. ‘This is because corporate tax cuts help attract

economy – China. The country remains an attractive investment

capital to a country and promote more investment, so lifting

location even though its effective rate of tax on companies is

productivity and wages,’ says Ekins. ‘All of these generate tax

among the highest of the major economies: once compulsory

revenue and help offset the impact of the rate cut.’

contributions to pensions, unemployment and medical

The data does offer some support for this approach.

insurance are added in, the peak rate hits 67%, according to the

Corporate tax revenues vary through the economic cycle,

World Bank, compared with a global average of around 40%.

falling sharply in recessions and rebounding in upswings.

‘Companies will continue to invest in China because of its
huge and fast-growing market, even if tax rates are unattractive

But over the cycle, corporate tax revenue in Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) nations

in the short term,’ says Chris Morgan, head of global tax policy
at KPMG. ‘And it is worth remembering that, in choosing where

Towards the vanishing point
Of the 20 countries with the lowest (non-zero) corporate tax
rates only two are two major industrialised economies – Ireland
and Hungary. The latter halved its rate to 9% in 2017 and leads
the race to the bottom. The UAE has the highest rate of all.

‘The US has set a
new global standard
to which highertax countries will
gravitate, setting
off a new round of
tax competition’

9%

12.5%

24.3%

Hungary

Ireland

Global average

30%

35%

55%

India

Malta

UAE

Source: KPMG
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Taking an axe to tax: the US president has driven through
the biggest rewrite of the US tax code for over 30 years,
cutting the corporate rate from 35% to 21%.
Ekins believes, however, that this

has not fallen in line with headline
rates. Between 2001 and 2003 it
was around 3% of GDP, and at the
last count in 2016 it was roughly at
the same level, based on an OECD
paper, Tax Policy Reforms 2017.
If the UK experience is anything
to go by, this analysis looks too
upbeat, says Helen Miller, head
of the tax sector at the Institute
for Fiscal Studies. ‘So far, the data
does not bear out the supply-side
case that rate cuts are offset by

need not be the case. ‘We should

‘In choosing where
to locate or invest,
multinationals place
a higher priority on
stability, access to
market and access
to workers, with tax
coming only fourth
or fifth in the list’

expect higher wage increases as
investment increases,’ he argues.
‘And some of those who gave
up looking for work after the
2009 recession should be drawn
back into the workforce.’ What’s
more, governments can offset any
increase in inequality that does
arise through programmes for low
earners and changes in personal
income tax rates. ‘Corporate tax
rates are not the best way to address

stronger activity. The UK cut taxes

inequality,’ he says.

on companies at a time when profits
were starting to rebound from the recession of 2009, and that

The controversy over taxing companies looks likely to

helped mask the negative effects on tax revenue. Overall, we

recede over coming years, as economists, companies

would still expect lower revenues than if the tax cuts had not

and voters digest the impact of the latest move by the US

been made.’ And if all countries are cutting in tandem, the

and other governments. In OECD countries, corporate

chances of any single country attracting capital from rivals are

tax accounts for just under 9% of government revenues

more muted.

on average, versus 24% for individual income taxes. But it

In addition, income inequality has become a pressing issue

looms large in the political debate, raising crucial issues of

in advanced economies. In the 1980s, the average disposable

how best to promote economic growth and a fair distribution

income of the richest 10% was around seven times that of the

of the tax burden.

AB

poorest 10%; today, it is around nine and a half times higher,
according to the OECD. The gap in household wealth is even
wider: the wealthiest 10% of households hold half of total wealth,
while the bottom 40% own barely 3%. Since higher earners own
more shares, it seems reasonable to expect corporate tax cuts to
provide further impetus for widening inequality.
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Christopher Fitzgerald and Dijana Suljovic, journalists
More information
See also G20 public trust in tax, by ACCA, IFAC and
CA ANZ, at bit.ly/G20-Tax
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Alternative routes
Australia is not alone in having to seek other methods of trade facilitation to sustain its
economy as the era of free trade looks to be ending, says CA ANZ’s Rob Ward

E

To find out about ACCA’s alliance with CA ANZ,
visit accaglobal.com/alliance

where international trade is essential to its economy, efforts

disruption in negotiated trade agreements.

vents such as the Brexit vote in the UK and Donald
Trump signing the order to remove the US from the
Trans-Pacific Partnership might be viewed as signs that

More information

the days of free trade are over. But for nations like Australia,
to seek other methods of trade facilitation must continue.
In 1964, trade represented 28.7% of Australia’s gross

The removal of non-tariff barriers, such as lack of
internationally recognised accreditation and intellectual

domestic product (GDP) and two-way trade in goods and

property protection, can improve trade but are difficult to

services was worth A$6.1bn. Today that figure has grown to a

address. One answer has been authorised economic operators

hefty 42.3% and two-way trade is worth A$669.2bn. Exports

(AEO) programmes. These are partnerships between

accounted for A$312bn of that figure in the last financial year.

government and industry where the accredited entities receive

Admittedly, primary goods and commodities drove historical
trade growth. In 2015, commodities and agricultural goods

faster processing times at customs in exchange for accredited
transparency in the supply chain of the product.

accounted for 80% of exports. But in The Future of Trade,
a recent publication in the Future[inc] series from ACCA’s

Trusted traders

strategic partner Chartered Accountants Australia and New

Australia’s AEO programme is known as Australian Trusted

Zealand (CA ANZ), technological advances are expected to

Traders. Started in July 2016, the Department of Immigration

reshape Australia’s export composition to more closely mirror

and Border Protection forecasts that more than 1,000

its economic composition. Service exports, one of the chief

businesses will participate by 2020, representing 30% of

beneficiaries of technology advances, will grow by an average

Australian trade by volume and 50% by value. Other avenues

5.8% a year to 2026, and reach a total of nearly a quarter of

of removing non-tariff barriers include governments and other

exports within five years.

regional bodies supporting industry bodies that are pursuing

The latest trends continue to indicate healthy trade growth,
even if trade agreements waver.
Australia has sought to engage increasingly in trade through

mutual recognition for professional accreditation.
Many of the winners from the removal of non-tariff barriers
will be entities trading in Asia Pacific. Trade liberalisation in

its membership of the World Trade Organisation, with 10 free

the region will be a powerful counter-balance to the more

trade agreements in force. These agreements have evolved

negative views of global trade dominating the news.

from multilateral to bilateral and regional, and their focus has
moved from merchandise and tariffs to services.
Various multilateral organisations and agreements,

Indeed, the Asian connection has contributed significantly to
CA ANZ’s forecast that Australia’s exports will increase
by A$80bn between 2016 and 2021. But much will

such as the Trade Facilitation Agreement, World Customs

depend on government facilitation – like reducing

Organisation and the Trade in Services Agreement, have

barriers to trade and improving speed at customs –

also helped facilitate reductions in nontariff barriers. In fact, nations continue

to help businesses more fully access the benefits of
international trade.

AB

to pursue other methods of trade
facilitation as a response to the current

Rob Ward, CA ANZ head of leadership and advocacy
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Dream teams
Great teamwork doesn’t depend on smart people so much as the right people, the
right leader and the right techniques, as our talent doctor Rob Yeung explains
Why do some teams perform better
than others? In my work with client
organisations, I’ve noticed that highly
intelligent, ambitious individuals do not

Tip-top teams
Watch Dr Rob Yeung’s video on
improving team performance at
bit.ly/Y-topteam

always deliver the results that might be
expected when working as a team.

CPD

Academic studies have also found

organisations. However, research
shows that diversity has a complex,

that the average intelligence of

non-linear relationship with collective

individual group members is only

intelligence. Researchers led by Ishani

moderately – not strongly – related to

Aggarwall of Tilburg University in the

the group’s collective intelligence. In

Netherlands discovered a curvilinear,

other words, research agrees that having

inverted U-shaped relationship between

smart people in a team is not enough

cognitive diversity and collective

to ensure the group will take good

intelligence. Stated in simpler terms,

decisions or achieve strong results.

that means groups that are moderately

At the same time, a few teams

diverse in terms of their cognitive styles

manage to achieve outstanding

perform better than those that are

outcomes even when they seem to have

either very similar or very dissimilar.

no particular advantages at the outset. If

In practice, most organisations have

that is the case, then what is it that helps

too little rather than too much diversity.

teams to perform well?

Most teams could therefore boost their
collective performance by increasing the

Team composition

cognitive diversity of their members.

If you are able to assemble a team from

The social
perceptiveness of
group members is
a better predictor
of performance
than the cognitive
intelligence of
those individuals

44

scratch, you may be able to enhance its

Team leadership

performance by taking certain steps. In

It is not always possible to change

particular, researchers led by Carnegie

team composition, but it is still possible

Mellon University’s Anita Williams

to raise performance. One of the big

Woolley have found that the social

determinants of team success is equality

perceptiveness of individual group

of communication. A group’s collective

members is a better predictor of a

intelligence seems to be related to how

group’s performance than the cognitive

equally communication is distributed

intelligence of those individuals.

among group members. Groups in

The implication is that you should

which a handful of people dominate

not just pick people for a team who are

the discussion tend to perform less

smart. You should pick people who read

well than groups in which dialogue and

and respond to the emotions of others

debate is shared more equally.

skilfully too. Social sensitivity contributes

The problem here is not that teams

more towards team performance than

do not believe in the importance of

straightforward intellect does.

equality of communication. The issue is

In recent years, there has been

more typically that dominant members

much discussion about diversity in

within teams significantly overestimate
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the level of communication equality. In

Dr Rob’s talent clinic

particular, most leaders underestimate

Q

how much they monopolise team
discussions. An easy solution here
is to conduct a survey or have an

I am in discussion with recruiters
about opportunities for a new

and considerably more challenging

outside party carry out one-to-

role. I have been told that several

one interviews with individual

potential employers are likely to put

members to gauge accurately

me through an assessment process conducted by an

the true level of equality of

external consultancy. What should I expect and how

communication within the team.

can I maximise my chances?

A

Conducting an initial
assessment of the most relevant

Assessment processes can take many forms. When I
am asked by organisations to assess junior to mid-level

skills and knowledge of each individual

managerial roles, I typically ask candidates to complete several online psychometric

team member may also boost collective

tests before interviewing them in depth for around two hours. However, senior

performance. Researchers led by the

candidates are often more able to cover up their weaknesses during interviews.

University of Washington’s Elli Theobald

So when developing assessment procedures for senior managers or partners

instructed members of newly formed

in professional services firms, I recommend creating a series of tests that have

teams to conduct a short knowledge

definitively right and wrong answers. These may include having to analyse the

audit. The teams were asked to spend

financials of a fictitious business and write a report on its prospects, or giving

a few minutes talking specifically

presentations on unfamiliar topics with little preparation.
If there is an interview component, you can prepare by thinking about your best

knowledge that each person brought

experiences: what are your major accomplishments and what challenges have you

to the team. The researchers found that

overcome? Rehearse explaining these clearly and succinctly with a willing friend or a

teams conducting the knowledge audit

coach if you have one.

outperformed and made measurably

As for delivering presentations, you can set yourself up by practising out loud

more accurate decisions than teams

by yourself: give yourself only a short amount of time to summarise a topic that’s

that were not taught the technique.

in the news and then record yourself presenting your point of view on the matter.

In practice then, having a discussion

Practising giving impromptu presentations will also help if you have to take part in

about the information and skills that

group discussions as part of the assessment process. For psychometric tests, you can

everybody in your team possesses that

practise by taking free versions online.

are most relevant to a particular task
may be very beneficial. It may ensure

Tips for the top

the team is guided by those who have

Do you feel that you’re working hard but are not being offered promotion? I often

the most relevant experience and

remind my coaching clients that there is a difference between working in your job

knowledge rather than simply those

and working on it.

who tend to talk the most.

AB
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about the two most relevant pieces of

I define working in your job as doing all the tasks and assignments required of you
in your job description. This entails satisfying the demands of your line manager and

Dr Rob Yeung is an organisational
psychologist at leadership consulting
firm Talentspace: talentspace.co.uk
More information
Dr Rob tweets @robyeung
If you have a question for the talent
clinic, email abeditor@accaglobal.com
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd

customers or clients.
To progress, though, you must also take it on yourself to
work on your job. That means investing additional time in
teaching yourself about relevant technical topics. You
should look to accrue broader skills that may not be
required in your current role but which are likely to
be useful or even essential for the next role up. Also,
think about networking: identify decision-makers
across your business and make gentle efforts to build
relationships with them so that they get to know and
eventually respect you for your skills.
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Power as aphrodisiac
With abuse of power more likely to occur in male-dominated environments, surely
balancing the gender gap is all the more desirable, argues Harry Mills
Start chatting with a colleague about

professor at the University of Illinois,

tendencies’. In other words, their power

the abuse of power at work and it’s

reviewed the body of quid pro quo

had no unconscious effect on their

likely that one of you will inject Lord

sexual harassment cases. Quid pro

attraction to women.

Acton’s legendary dictum, ‘Power

quo sex cases are some of the most

corrupts and absolute power corrupts

disquieting forms of sexual abuse, as in

colleagues, Margaret Clark, showed that

absolutely,’ into the conversation.

‘I’ll give you this [raise] in exchange for

‘not everyone has selfish exploitative

that [sex].’

goals to other people. There are

John Bargh, a social and cognitive
psychologist and an expert on the

Fitzgerald’s study found that 75% of
the accused harassers did not know or

orientated towards fellow humans and

and how power corrupts us in his book

realise they were doing anything wrong.

actually put other people’s interests

Before You Know It: The Unconscious

How could this be? Bargh wondered

above their own.’

Reasons We Do What We Do.

whether power was subconsciously
influencing the harassers themselves.

are oblivious to the corrupting effects of

CPD

also those of us who are communally

unconscious mind, reveals exactly why

His research shows that power abusers

By the mid-1990s, researchers had

Bargh and a group of colleagues
at NYU thought that people with
communal orientations react to power

power on their own behaviour. In many

developed personality tests that

differently from the rest of us. So it

cases, power seems to change them so

distinguished between men who were

proved to be. Those with communal

they are unaware that any abuse of power

likely to sexually harass and those

goals are not corrupted by power. They

has taken place. So why does power have

who were not. So Bargh set up an

put other people’s interests above their

such a corrupting effect on us?

experiment to test his hypothesis. He

own. By contrast, those with selfish

Bargh puts it like this: ‘Power has

found that those males who scored

goals who sit in the power chair become

the natural effect of activating one’s

high in harassment and aggression

less concerned about what others

own personal goals – the ones that

tendencies became attracted to women

thought of them.

are achieved at the expense of other

directly because of the power they

people. Power gives you the ability

exerted over them.

Because power has been shown to
sit unconsciously, many universities and

to get what you want at the expense

If that’s the bad news, the good

businesses have made it a matter of

of other people. Power gives you the

news is that power made ‘absolutely

policy to forbid dating and romantic

ability to get what you want despite

no difference to the participants who

relationships between students,

others’ objections or lack of consent.’

scored low on sexual and aggression

professors, bosses and subordinates or

Ever since the New York Times

anyone holding potential power over

and the New Yorker in October 2017

the other person’s outcome.

published bombshell reports detailing

While the power holder may

a decade of alleged sexual harassment

consciously believe that it is all innocent

and assault by the film mogul Harvey

and above board, the relatively

Weinstein, sexual abuse and the misuse

powerless person may well feel

of power has been headline news
across the world. Bargh’s lab has been
studying sexual harassment since the
1990s, when Clarence Thomas, a US
Supreme Court nominee, was accused
of inappropriate advances by a former
employee, Anita Hill.
In 1993, Louise Fitzgerald, a law

46

Research by one of Bargh’s

Power abusers are
oblivious to the
corrupting effects
of power on their
own behaviour

uncomfortable and worry about the real
consequences for their career if they
do not return the interest that is being
shown in them.
We need to be especially careful
when it comes to our own impartial and
possibly selfish goals. This is why it is so
important to cultivate a genuine care
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and concern for others because these
tendencies will reveal themselves.
Neuroscience research shows that

this one, like all the arguments that are

Second, we need to promote more
women to positions of power. Abuse

used to justify or rationalise abuse, is

is more likely to occur in heavily

mere nonsense.

AB

individuals who feel a sense of power

male-dominated environments. In

are less likely to activate this prefrontal

Hollywood, where much of the recent

Harry Mills is the author of Secret

cortex and cingulate cortex, which

abuse has occurred, only 4% of film

Sauce: How to Pack Your Messages

represents the neural circuitry that pays

directors are female. Studies show that

with Persuasive Punch and the

attention to others.

shifting the balance of power reduces

expert on persuasion for the Harvard

the level of abuse.

ManageMentor programme

Dacher Keltner, professor of
psychology at the University of
California, Berkeley, has spent 25 years

Finally, Keltner says we need to

More information

‘debunk the myths that underpin the

studying how power changes us. To stop

abuse of power’. A particularly prevalent

abuse, Keltner argues that we need to

one is that women are turned on by

change the social systems that sustain

men with power. Research shows that

Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd

the abuses of power.
First, he says, we need to pay heed to
and share the ‘harrowing stories of the
abused’. These sorts of tales fuel social
change.

CPD
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The power within
The key to achieving a particular outcome – from getting a spare parking space to
delivering organisational change – is to visualise it happening, says David Parmenter
At the age of 12, Edmund Hillary

Some years ago I went on a Turning
Point life-coaching course and found

visualised being the first person to climb

myself looking at what was holding me

Mount Everest. Years later he became

back from leading a fulfilling life.

known for his climbing exploits, was

As part of a self-examination, the
other attendees and I talked about the

invited to join the 1953 expedition to
Everest, and made that vision a reality.
While on holiday once, I found Steve

importance of the subconscious. This,

Your subconscious
never sleeps. If you
place visions in
there, it will guide
you in your waking
hours towards
those outcomes

it was explained, is a very primitive part

Zaffron and Dave Logan’s The Three

of the brain, one that has not evolved

Laws of Performance in a small library

for more than 100,000 years. The

of donated hotel guests’ books. In the

coaches talked about neurolinguistic

book they explain why so many change

programming (NLP) and how important

initiatives fail. The first law is: how

visualisation is to the subconscious –

people perform correlates with how

in the process helping fix my parking

situations occur to them. The writers

problems forever.

illustrate that an organisation’s ‘default

to change is to recreate, in employees’

future’ will be made to happen. The

minds, a new vision of the future, an

to drive to this coaching session, we

staff are marched by their subconscious

‘invented future’.

visualised a free parking space, then

towards that outcome. Furthermore,

we would find one. Picture no spare

the authors explain that the key

They told us that if, before setting off

parking spaces, they said, and that is
what your subconscious will deliver: you
will miss the person crossing the

Your subconscious never sleeps. If you
place visions in there, it will work away
at them and guide you in your waking
hours towards those outcomes. Tony
Robbins’ YouTube video The

road who has just unlocked

Magic of Visualization (Law

their car door; you will miss

of Attraction) and Rhonda

the reversing lights of a driver

Byrne’s book The Secret

preparing to leave their

explain further.

space; you will even drive

If you have a recurring

past an empty space.

negative vision, seek help

If your subconscious

from a recommended

asks for a parking

NLP specialist. They

problem, then that’s

will help you create

what you get.

a barrier to these

The coaches
even said to us
that if we want a

thoughts and replace
them with an ‘I can do
this’ attitude.

AB

fulfilled life we should
annually draw a treasure
map of the visions we want
to realise. The results of my
personal treasure map were truly
mind-blowing, as one vision after
another came to pass.
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David Parmenter is a writer and
presenter on measuring, monitoring
and managing performance
More information
davidparmenter.com
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Ignore them at your peril
Preparers of financial statements may think two significant standards that have just
come into force won’t affect them. Check the detail, warns Adam Deller
Major changes are coming down the

Measurement, while IFRS 15 replaces

are incurred remains consistent with

pipe as a result of two new standards,

both IAS 18, Revenue, and IAS 11,

IAS 39, as does the way in which fair

both effective from 1 January 2018:

Construction Contracts. This article will

value gains and losses are recorded.

IFRS 9, Financial Instruments, and

consider each standard in turn.

Amortised cost calculations will also be
consistent with IAS 39. The treatment of

IFRS 15, Revenue from Contracts
with Customers.
IFRS 9 replaces IAS 39, Financial
Instruments: Recognition and

Financial instruments

the issue of convertible instruments will

What’s the same in IFRS 9? Plenty. The

likewise remain unchanged.

general way in which transaction costs

What’s new in IFRS 9? There are three
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Control and transfer of risks and rewards in IFRS 15

major areas of change: classification,
impairment and hedging. We will

Step 1: Identify the contract

look here solely at the changes to

A contract is within scope if all the following apply: it has been approved by the

classification and impairment.

CPD

parties to it; each party’s rights in relation to the goods or services to be transferred
can be identified; the payment terms for those goods or services can be identified;

Classification changes

the contract has commercial substance; and it is probable that the consideration to

What is categorised as available for sale

which the entity is entitled in exchange for the goods or services will be collected.

in IAS 39 is termed fair value through

Step 2: Identify the performance obligations in the contract

other comprehensive income (FVOCI) in

Contracts may contain more than one promise to transfer distinct goods or services

IFRS 9. The new standard also merges

to a customer. Each of the performance obligations in the contract must be

the classifications ‘held to maturity’ and

identified, as they may be satisfied at different times.

‘loans and receivables’ (two separate

Step 3: Determine the transaction price

categories in IAS 39) into a single

This is the amount of consideration the entity expects in return for transferring goods

category: ‘amortised cost’.

or services. Any variable consideration can be included only if it is highly probable

Equity instruments will be held as

that a significant reversal in the amount of cumulative revenue recognised will not

either fair value through profit or loss

occur. If there is a significant financing component, such as deferred consideration,

(FVPL) or FVOCI. The default category

the initial revenue to be recorded must be discounted to present value.

for holding equity instruments will be

Step 4: Allocate the transaction price to the performance obligations in the contract

FVPL. If such instruments are to be held

This should be done by reference to the standalone selling prices of each element

under FVOCI by an entity, they must

of the contract. If a customer is offered a discount for purchasing a bundle of goods

not be held for trading, and the FVOCI

and services, this should be allocated proportionately across all elements of the

designation is irrevocable.

contract, unless to do so would be inaccurate.

For debt instruments, an entity can

Step 5: Recognise revenue

use amortised cost if it passes two tests:

Revenue is recognised as control is passed – either at a point in time or over time.

*

The control indicators are consistent with previous standards, looking at items such

business model – the entity must
intend to hold the instrument to

as physical possession, risk and reward transfer, and a right to payment for the asset.

collect the contractual cashflows

If an obligation is to be satisfied over time, it must meet one of the following criteria:

(rather than selling it to make use of

*

the customer simultaneously receives and consumes all the benefits provided by

any fair value gains)

*

the entity’s performance creates or enhances an asset that the customer controls
as the asset is created

within the instrument are solely

*

the entity’s performance does not create an asset with an alternative use to

repayments of the principal and

the entity as the entity performs

the entity, and the entity has an enforceable right to payment for performance
completed to date.

*

contractual cashflow characteristics
– the contractual cashflows

the interest.
This may mean that embedded

The revenue recognition here is similar to IAS 11, with revenue recorded based on

derivatives, such as a convertible loan

progress to date.

asset, are more likely to fall under FVPL,

IFRS 15 also states that costs relating to obtaining or fulfilling a contract are to be

as the cashflows are likely to be lower

capitalised as assets and amortised as the revenue is recognised. This follows the

than for a normal loan asset, reflecting

accruals concept, matching costs incurred to revenue generated on the contract.

the value of the embedded option.
Under IAS 39, the loan aspect can be
held at amortised cost, with the option
itself being FVPL. Under IFRS 9, it is
likely that the whole instrument would
be held under FVPL. This may have
introduce more profit or loss volatility, as
the whole instrument is revalued to fair
value at the reporting date, rather than
just the option element.
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Revenue standard

An entity can hold a debt instrument
as FVOCI if it passes two tests:

Meanwhile in the IFRS 15 standard,

*

business model – the asset is held

what is likely to remain the same is

within a business model whose

the recognition of revenue in many

objective is achieved by both

straightforward contracts involving

collecting contractual cashflows and

revenue. The aim is still to recognise

selling financial assets

revenue in an amount that reflects

contractual cashflow characteristics

the consideration to be received in

– the contractual cashflows

exchange for goods or services.

*

within the instrument are solely
repayments of principal and interest.
An entity can designate a debt
instrument as FVPL if doing so removes
or reduces an accounting mismatch with
other items.

Impairment changes
Perhaps the most significant change in

Entities now
determine and
account for
expected credit
losses instead
of waiting for an
actual default

So what’s new? There are changes in
some revenue arrangements, which are
detailed in the application guidance in
IFRS 15. Rather than cover each of these
here, we will take an overview of the
major principles of the new standard.
IFRS 15 takes the principles previously
applied in revenue standards relating
to control and the transfer of risks and

IFRS 9 is the way in which impairments

rewards, and develops them into a five-

are recorded. Previously, financial

step process (see panel opposite).

assets were impaired only if there was

In terms of the presentation in the
statement of financial position, an entity

incurred loss model). Losses expected

recognising revenue before receiving

as a result of future events, no matter

consideration should recognise a

how likely, could not be recognised.

receivable if the right to consideration is

Under IFRS 9, an expected loss model

unconditional or a contract asset. If an

has been introduced. Entities now

entity receives consideration before the

determine and account for expected

related revenue has been recognised, it

credit losses instead of waiting for

should record a contract liability.

an actual default, which means that

For many entities, the requirements

loss allowances must be recognised

of the new standards may not have any

as FVOCI assets or assets held at

significant impact on the preparation

amortised cost. Changes in the loss

of the financial statements. But even

allowance must be recorded in the

if this may appear to be the case,

statement of profit or loss each year.

most preparers should still familiarise

The loss allowance should equal the

CPD

objective evidence of impairment (the

themselves with the details of the

expected credit losses within 12 months,

changes. The International Accounting

or the expected lifetime credit losses if

Standards Board has produced

the credit risk on the asset has increased

implementation webinars, summaries

significantly since acquisition. To assess

and materials to help preparers cope

if there has been a significant increase in

with the transition.

AB

credit risk, an entity should compare the
asset’s risk of default at the reporting

Adam Deller is a financial reporting

date with its risk of default at the date

specialist and lecturer

of original recognition. There is also a
rebuttable presumption that credit risk
has increased significantly if contractual
payments are more than 30 days
overdue at the reporting date.

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Technical update
Glenn Collins, ACCA UK’s head of technical advisory, provides a roundup
of the latest developments in reporting, tax, law and export
Reporting

continues to be appropriate and

2018. Where known or reasonably

that no material uncertainties need

estimable, detailed quantitative

Reporting obligations

be disclosed, but that decision

disclosures of the effects of adopting

The Financial Reporting Council (FRC)

required the application of significant

the standard, with explanations of

has issued advice to the construction

judgement, the board should consider

how accounting policies will change,

and business support services sectors

carefully whether further disclosure is

should be provided in the last accounts

on their reporting obligations. It

needed to meet the requirements of

before first-time application. Whilst

highlights the basic requirement that

paragraph 122 of IAS 1, Presentation of

reporting on the implementation of

‘The annual report and accounts must

Financial Statements.’

IFRS 15, companies should consider

The FRC also highlights that

provide sufficient, clear and relevant
information, segmented between

the measurement of revenue and

business lines where necessary.

recognition of profits over time is

Users must be able to:

*
*
*

existing disclosures.’
The full advice is at bit.ly/frc-constr.

dependent on reliable estimates

understand the company’s

of contract outcomes, stating that

iXBRL

performance, financial position

‘Effective systems and balanced

XBRL business guidance has been

and prospects

judgement based on all current and

amended, including XBRL to iXBRL

assess its going concern status and

relevant evidence are required when

conversion and format information. Visit

assess its longer-term viability.

estimating the cost to complete long-

bit.ly/gov-xbrl.

The accounts must give a true and fair

term contracts and future revenue

view of the assets, liabilities, financial

streams from those contracts. This is

position and profit or loss. The analysis

especially important where significant

presented in the strategic report must

risks (for example, demand risk, costs

Engagement letters

be fair, balanced and comprehensive.’

changes and contractual targets) are

ACCA, together with other members

borne by the company.’

of the joint working party, is revising

As you would expect, going concern,

The FRC then highlights that ‘Users

revenue recognition, directors’

Tax

engagement letters for tax practitioners.

performance, auditor performance and

of the accounts rely on disclosure of

These will reflect legislative changes

internal audit function are all highlighted.

the key judgements and estimates

such as those to the European Union

management make when preparing

General Data Protection Regulation.

appropriateness of the going concern

them’, and that this helps users

You can read the working party

basis and any uncertainties is strongly

understand the impact of management’s

statement and see the timetable at

stated: ‘Directors must assess the

accounting policy decisions.

bit.ly/ACCA-advisory.

A director’s obligation to assess the

company’s ability to continue to adopt

In addition, the advice highlights

the going concern basis of accounting

that key assumptions and estimates

Termination payments

and disclose any material uncertainties.

may require disclosure, highlighting

The Finance (No. 2) Act 2017’s clauses

In doing so, the directors should

paragraphs 125 to 133 of IAS 1 on

on the taxation of termination payments

consider all available information about

this matter. There is also a reminder

apply where an employment terminates

potential outcomes of events, changes

to all sectors, especially construction

on or after 6 April 2018. Payments in

in conditions and the realistically

and business support services, that

lieu of notice equivalent to the amount

possible responses that would be

‘Companies should consider the impact

of basic pay an employee would have

available to them.

of IFRS 15, Revenue from Contracts

received had they worked the full notice

with Customers, which is mandatory for

period will be treated as income from

years commencing on or after 1 January

the employment.

‘If directors decide that the
going concern basis of accounting

52
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Employers’ NICs on termination
payments in excess of the £30,000 taxfree amount will apply to termination
payments made on or after 6 April 2019.

Tax cases
In the run-up to the self-assessment
deadline, the Khan Properties case
was reported in several papers.
The case involved HMRC issuing
computer-generated penalties when
the legislative requirement is that
determination of penalties is made by
an officer of board. The case also has a
reasonable excuse element.
In its appeal on grounds of
reasonable excuse to HMRC, the
company stated that:

*

this was the first ever late return by

*

the tax was paid on time so the

*

the company
delay caused no loss of revenue

HMRC powers increase

to HMRC

HMRC powers have been increased. These include the ability to make applications

the delay was partly caused by

for unexplained wealth orders to the High Court followed by search and seizure of

HMRC ‘suddenly withdrawing’

cash (administrative forfeiture notices). The changes are made as part of the Criminal

its tax-filing software for 2016

Finances Act 2017. The act creates unexplained wealth orders (UWOs) that require

and it took time to make

a person who is suspected of involvement in, or association with, serious criminality

alternative arrangements.

to explain the origin of assets that appear to be disproportionate to their known

In judgment, it was highlighted that

income. A failure to provide a full response would give rise to a presumption that the

the ‘only ground that could amount to

property was recoverable. A person could also be convicted of a criminal offence if

a reasonable excuse is the argument

they make false or misleading statements in response to a UWO.

that the appellant’s accountants did
not have enough time to acquire
third-party software following HMRC’s

behalf, to file a company tax return on

Here, the grounds for reasonable excuse

decision to “suddenly” withdraw their

time. That means that the appellant

for late filings and late payments were:

free software’.

would have had no reason to doubt

*

The decision reached was that the

that the trust they had placed in their

diagnosis with cancer in 2003,
followed by several years

penalty is cancelled because:

accountant to file the returns was in any

screening and testing for further

*

‘there was no valid determination of

way misplaced and would have given

developments

the penalty, or, if that is wrong,

them no cause to become involved

*

the appellant had a reasonable

in checking that the accountants had

excuse for not filing on time.’

done their job. I also take into account

employment appeal tribunal in 2011

Regarding the reasonable excuse, it

that the tax was paid on time and that

for 18 months

was stated in the judgment that ‘the

the return was less than two months

circumstances I take into account

late so that paragraph 18 penalties did

‘Overall, the appellant argued that the

here include that this was indeed the

not arise.’

above events left him devastated and

first failure by the appellant, and that

Find out more at bit.ly/ftt-khan.

necessarily means the first failure by

Another penalty case was Spencer

Keen, Young & Company on their

Marcus Lund t/a Fanny’s Ale House.

*
*

involvement in proceedings in
the employment tribunal and the

death of his mother.

unable to attend to his tax affairs.’
The key elements in this case surround
the number of late returns (19 separate
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Carillion: advice for members
ACCA, with Duff and Phelps, has produced guidance for
those impacted following the collapse of Carillion. The
guidance is available at bit.ly/ACCA-advisory.
As you will know, the directors chose to file for compulsory
liquidation on 15 January 2018, with the official receiver
appointing partners from PwC as special managers. Special
managers act as agents for the official receiver, whose
stated priority is to ensure the continuity of public services
while securing the best outcome for creditors. The special
managers have provided updates to all stakeholder groups
of the UK and Canadian companies. The general advice
was: ‘Unless told otherwise, all employees, agents and
subcontractors are being asked to continue to work as
normal and they will be paid for the work they do during
the liquidations.
‘You will get paid for goods and services you supply from
the date of the Official Receiver’s appointment onwards.
Over the coming days we will review supplier contracts and
we’ll contact you concerning these soon. Goods and services

*
*
*
*

you supply during the liquidation will be paid for.’
For more advice from PwC visit pwc.co.uk/carillion.
The ‘Banks and funders’ section of the ACCA

Has work been completed and, if so, what number of
invoices remain unpaid?
Is there any insurance cover for the outstanding
debtor balance?
Does the customer finance this revenue stream via
supplier/invoice finance either through Barclays or
another bank/finance house?

*

What ongoing contracts/work does the customer have
to complete? Is there any likely prospect of the contract/

guidance highlights that many lenders are putting

sub-contract work continuing for a different lead

in place emergency measures, including overdraft

contractor, who may acquire the project/programme?

extensions, payment holidays and fee waivers, to ensure
that those facing short-term issues can be supported while
a plan is formulated. The British Business Bank will make
available support of up to £100m of lending, using the
Enterprise Finance Guarantee, to small businesses who may
not have the security needed for conventional bank lending.
The banks have also encouraged customers to speak to
local relationship managers or to call dedicated support
lines. These are:

*
*
*
*

Barclays: 0800 197 1085

*
*
*
*
*

If a new lead contractor, will the customer experience a
change in credit terms?
Can the customer manage the immediate impact on
their cashflow?
If there is a cashflow requirement, how much and what
sources of cash are available?
Is there a request for additional borrowing support? (A
short-term cashflow forecast is helpful.)
For customers who are significantly impacted, are
they producing a business plan/financial forecasts to

HSBC: 0800 012 1614

reflect anticipated revenue/cost changes, medium-

Santander: 0800 077 8850

term borrowing needs and timeline to manage to a

Lloyds: 0345 072 5555.

stable position?

It is very important that a plan of action is drawn up

It is also very helpful if the business knows exactly what

and that banks are contacted immediately when loan

the terms and conditions of its funding are and what the

repayments cannot be made or overdraft facilities are going

agreements state about a breach of covenant.

to be exceeded.
Barclays has said that to help deliver the most appropriate

54

What proportion of the customer’s revenue relies on the
work provided to Carillion and/or a main contractor?

ACCA established a working group in the days following
the Carillon collapse to look at short-, medium- and long-term

support it is important that clients are able to explain their

impacts, which has issued guidance and is looking at policy

current circumstances clearly. It has provided the following

recommendations. Many members have highlighted a number

checklist of questions, for this guide, to support clients and

of recommendations for changes that are being reviewed.

their advisers:

Please send your thoughts to advisory@accaglobal.com.
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penalties) and non-payment of tax due.

GDPR

The appeal was dismissed with the

In answering the question ‘What do

conclusion: ‘we do not accept that Mr

controllers have to document?’ in

data – how long you will keep the

Lund has been able to demonstrate any

terms of the Global Data Protection

data for

reasonable excuse for any of the late

Regulation, the Information

filings, or any of the late payments’.

Commissioner’s Office has stated the

You can read through this case at bit.

*
*

retention schedules for the
different categories of personal

general description of your
technical and organisational

need to document the following:

security measures – your safeguards

*

organisation’s name and contact

for protecting personal data, eg

details

encryption, access controls, training.

*

name and contact details of your
data protection officer

Employment law

*

name and contact details of

The free suite of employment law

any joint controllers – any other

factsheets has been updated, with a

for losses incurred on or after 1 April

organisations that decide jointly

new factsheet on workers also added to

2017. Corporation Tax (Simplified

with you why and how personal data

the suite. The factsheets are:

Arrangements for Group Relief)

is processed

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

the contract of employment

*
*
*
*
*
*

unlawful discrimination

ly/ftt-lund and other decisions at bit.ly/
tax-dec.

Group relief
The simplified arrangements for group
relief for carried-forward losses apply

(Amendment) Regulations 2018 make
provision for groups to be able to claim

*

name and contact details of
your representative – another

group relief for carried-forward losses by

organisation that represents you if

nominating a company to submit joint

you are based outside the EU but

amended returns on behalf of other

monitor or offer services to people

group members.

in the EU

Law

*

purposes of the processing –
why you use personal data, eg
customer management, marketing,

Probate
ACCA has been approved to authorise
individuals and firms to carry out

recruitment

*

categories of individuals – the
different types of people whose

probate work and will proceed to

personal data is processed, eg

implement regulatory arrangements for

employees, customers, members

probate activities that are proportionate
and in the public interest. The Legal

*

the probationary employee
working time
age discrimination
dealing with sickness
managing performance
disciplinary, dismissal and grievance
procedures
redundancy
settlement offers
family-friendly rights
employment status: workers
standard terms computer use policy.

Find out more at bit.ly/ACCA-advisory.

categories of personal data you
process – the different types of

Export

Activities Regulations 2018 will be

information you process about

contained within the ACCA Rulebook

people, eg contact details, financial

Global Growth Service

and will form part of the UK annexe to

information, health data

The Department for International

categories of recipients of personal

Trade (DIT) is piloting a support

data – anyone you share personal

initiative called the Global Growth

data with, eg suppliers, credit

Service. It is designed to support

the reserved legal activity of probate

reference agencies, government

globally ambitious businesses with a

and the grant of probate or letters of

departments

turnover of £5m-£40m and fewer than

name of any third countries or

250 employees to drive their future

international organisations that

growth through a step-change in export

you transfer personal data to – any

performance, helping them to capitalise

country or organisation outside

on the enormous growth potential

the EU

available overseas.

the Chartered Certified Accountants’
Global Practising Regulations 2003.

*

The regulations will only apply to

administration in England and Wales,
extending to non-contentious probate

*

business only.
ACCA members seeking to become
probate practitioners will be required
to achieve and maintain competence to
undertake probate activities. ACCA will

*

safeguards in place for exceptional

DIT will work directly with ACCA

transfers of personal data to

members, both practitioners and those

provide the relevant skills training and

third countries or international

working in businesses. To find out more,

support for members.

organisations

visit bit.ly/ACCA-advisory.

AB
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Reading the riot act
Auditors and examiners of charity accountants are falling short of their statutory duties,
according to the regulators. Time to step up your reporting, warns Glenn Collins
‘When in doubt, report it.’ That’s

to 31 October 2017, the auditors of

the advice in the charity regulators’

117 charities gave audit opinions that

guidance to trustees, auditors and

contained information that they were

independent examiners on matters

required to report to the commission as

of material significance that are

a matter of material significance. Only 28

reportable. Unfortunately it has not

reports were received.

always been followed.

‘Significant concerns’

The Charity Commission in England
and Wales carried out an accounting

Nigel Davies FCCA, head of

monitoring review for the period from

‘We are working
with ACCA to
ensure auditors
and independent
examiners
know what is
expected of them’

1 May to 31 October 2017 – the first
six months since the updated list of
reportable matters came into force. In
their report published in February they
say they found evidence of a failure to
meet statutory obligations, which raises
‘significant concerns’. Anyone involved
in the charity sector, especially trustees,

Commission in England and Wales,
says: ‘Our recently published research
on the extent to which auditors have
reported directly to us when they have
given modified audit opinions on charity
audits poses significant concerns. In
response to the concerns of the Public
Administration and Constitutional Affairs

auditors, independent examiners,

Committee’s (PACAC) report on Kids

internal auditors and professional

Company in January 2016, we worked

bodies, must take appropriate action.
For all charity audits or independent

with the other UK charity regulators to
of material significance are those that

update our guidance during 2017.

examinations conducted and/or

‘are of material significance to the

reported after 1 May 2017, there is a

regulator in carrying out their functions.

audit profession, with an inference that it

statutory responsibility to report matters

For example, the matter may be an

is too risk-averse and unwilling to report

of material significance. The charity

issue which the charity regulator will

its concerns to the charity regulator. Our

regulators (and ACCA) have been

consider for investigation or which

recent research on auditor reporting

highlighting the importance of statutory

could impact on the charitable status of

lends support to PACAC’s concerns.

and non-statutory reporting by charities.

the organisation.’

The profession needs to step up its

‘Significantly, PACAC also criticised the

The advice contained in the guidance

reporting, so we are working with ACCA

checklists, but also warnings. It makes

for internal auditors states that although

to ensure that auditors and independent

clear that it applies to auditors and

‘it is currently not a legal requirement

examiners know what is expected of

independent examiners of charity

for those conducting internal audits to

them, and when and how they should

accounts, and that it is designed to

report matters of material significance,

report directly to us.’

highlight their legal responsibility to

the UK charity regulators consider

report significant matters in accordance

such reporting to be helpful and best

Glenn Collins is ACCA UK’s head of

with the law – that is, section 67 of the

practice, and, therefore, the internal

technical advisory

Charities Act (Northern Ireland) 2008,

auditor should familiarise themselves

sections 156 and 159 of the Charities Act

with the matters required to be reported

2011, and section 46 of the Charities and

to the charity regulator’.

The regulators’ guidance includes

The accounting monitoring review

Trustee Investment (Scotland) Act 2005.
The guidance states that matters

56

accountancy services at the Charity

findings showed that, in the six months

AB

More information
Read more guidance on charity
audit responsibilities at bit.ly/ACCAchar-aud.
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Making tax responsible
The Responsible Tax Lab sees the requirements for large companies to publish
their tax strategies as an opportunity for them to tell a positive story
now become a high-profile reputational
issue, and that what a business says
about tax can say a lot about that
business, its culture and its view of the
role it plays in society.
The new measure came into force on
15 September 2016, so any business
with a turnover of £200m or a balance
sheet over £2bn and a year end after 15
September 2017 will now be beginning
to publish their strategies.
This is one of the areas of interest for
the Responsible Tax Lab, a project led
by Common Vision, a thinktank that
aims to foster intergenerational debate
from a millennial’s perspective. It helped
set up the All-Party Parliamentary
Group on Responsible Tax, chaired by
Margaret Hodge MP.
The Lab aims to bring together
specialists to develop practical ideas
Could 2018 be the year of responsible

now having signed up to the BEPS

and recommendations for taxpayers,

tax? The stars certainly seem to be

multilateral convention, a tool that

government and tax authorities in an

coming into alignment as a number of

modifies the application of thousands

engaging and accessible way, while

initiatives begin to deliver results, while

of bilateral tax treaties that will tackle

recognising that not everyone is going

society’s appetite for corporate taxation

hybrid mismatches, treaty abuse and

to agree with each other. It has brought

reform shows no sign of abating.

permanent establishments.

together diverse groups such as the

However, there is a risk that any

And the largest 2,000 businesses in

OECD, TUC, Office of Tax Simplification

potential moves could be derailed,

the UK are now required to publish their

and a number of the large accountancy

or certainly slowed, by continuing

tax strategies, covering their approach

and law firms.

arguments over the UK’s exit from the

to UK tax risk management, attitude to

It has worked with the OECD

European Union. Policy makers could

tax planning, view of acceptable levels

and Department for International

argue that now is not the time to focus

of business tax risk and their approach

Development to investigate new

on internal revenue matters and that

to dealing with HMRC.

approaches to help tax authorities

attention should instead be on securing

According to law firm Addleshaw

in developing countries build robust

Goddard, the majority of FTSE 100

domestic resource bases. This work

companies already publish at least some

covered the need for capacity building

the Organisation for Economic

information on their approach to group

and the use of new technology.

Co-operation and Development’s

taxation, but there is considerable

(OECD) ongoing Base Erosion Profit

variation in the quantity of information

thinking on tax in a ‘Brexit Britain’, in

Shifting (BEPS) project continues

provided and how informative it is.

association with the TUC. Its argument is

to gain traction, with 78 countries

However, as the firm points out, tax has

that, while there is a climate of change,

the best possible Brexit deal.
But on the international stage,

Last month it released its latest
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‘it becomes even more important that

the 21st century. But the Lab is hoping

the EU, followed by a full withdrawal

decisions are made in a responsible,

that by shining a light on the purpose,

process, may take a decade, allowing a

consistent manner’. And, it argues,

principles and processes of the tax

longer-term view of the tax system than

people need to be able to understand

system, it will encourage more people

has previously been possible.

and scrutinise these changes, even if

to participate in this debate.
The Brexit process may prompt an

they do not agree with them.

increased interest in the more complex

accompanies Brexit. Although tax has

pivotal year. As the Lab’s report argues:

aspects of the tax system, especially

been the subject of public debate for

‘Brexit provides the context to look at

as tax reliefs, incentives and ‘deals’

almost a decade when it comes to

what can be done differently to build

are made between government and

corporate behaviour, this concern has

the foundations of a more constructive

industry sectors within and outside the

not necessarily led to a more informed

This is why 2018 could prove to be a

understanding of tax by citizens.

dialogue, so that all citizens can have

Perhaps Brexit can provide the

a shared understanding of what we are
trying to achieve with our tax system,

‘Brexit is a critical
moment to step
back and think
about how tax
can be used to
achieve social
and economic
objectives’

who is responsible for achieving this,
and who ultimately bears the cost.’
‘Brexit is a critical moment to step
back and think about how tax can be
used to achieve social and economic
objectives,’ says Caroline Macfarland,
director of the Responsible Tax Lab.
‘We are asking whether Brexit is a good
time to start asking how we use the tax
system, and the how the tax system is

context for a deeper understanding
of the tax system and what can be
done differently to create a more
constructive dialogue. But the Lab
report admits there is a risk that the
complexities of taxation will get lost in
the wider Brexit debate.
Which is why, irrespective of the
Brexit negotiations, regulations such
as the tax strategy reports will prove
important in 2018. They are, according
to Macfarland, a good opportunity

held accountable and scrutinised in a

for corporates to think ambitiously. As

proper way.’
UK. But does Brexit actually change

she says: ‘We have found that some

Greater involvement

anything when it comes to applying

organisations see the reports as an

Of course, there have been a number of

the tenets of taxation that have been

administration process, but others think

previous attempts to focus a spotlight

discussed over centuries? The simple

they can do more and use them to tell

on the tax system. The Institute for Fiscal

answer, according to the Lab, is no.

their story on responsible tax.’

AB

Instead, the Lab argues that the

Studies, together with the Institute

58

The second opportunity is the
heightened public interest that

for Government and the Chartered

Brexit process provides two key

Institute of Taxation, last year produced

unprecedented opportunities. The first

its Better Budgets report, and there

is a timescale that extends beyond a

was the Mirrlees Review from 2011 that

five-year parliament. The negotiations

looked at the reform of the tax system in

and a potential transitional deal with

Philip Smith, journalist
For more information:
See the Responsible Tax Lab’s vision
for 2018 at bit.ly/RTL-2018vision
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The view from
Henry Page FCCA, corporate advisory partner,
Mercer & Hole, helping clients out of the twilight zone
As a youngster I would

We work with financially

play cards with my

stressed and distressed

62%

granddad and realised I

clients, where we look to

of global businesses now reflect UN

was good with numbers.

preserve their ability to

Sustainable Development Goals in

This influenced my decision

continue trading. A lot of

their corporate reporting.

to study accountancy at

our work is in a ‘twilight

Source: PwC

university. The course

zone’, where a client is

included business and

facing an uncertain future

management modules, which helped

and needs help to move forward. We

Deloitte’s Taxalytics

to shape my career path and provided

will always look to add value during

Deloitte has launched a data analytics

an insight into how accountants can be

these difficult moments. During 2017 we

and visualisation system, in partnership

a driving force.

advised an insolvent company through a

with visual analytics specialists

period of trading, managing to sell the

Tableau. The Taxalytics service

business and preserve employment.

supports companies’ tax departments,

Joining Mercer & Hole’s graduate

linking their tax, finance and IT teams

trainee scheme, as well as the solid
grounding the ACCA Qualification

My work requires strong problem-

and integrating financial data and

gave me, allowed me to pursue my

solving skills. While the situation can

ERP systems with visual analytics

interests. I have used the experience

initially look bleak, the best piece of

technology. Nathan Andrews of

gained working with insolvent entities to

advice I can offer is ‘take a breath’.

Deloitte’s tax management consulting

advise financially stressed businesses.

Cash is king – once you understand the

practice said: ‘The time is now for tax

cashflow constraints, you have often

departments to leverage and analyse

The firm has always been partner-

bought yourself a few extra days to

their data. We are bringing a tax lens to

led; I worked with the partners

plan the best way forward. Always avoid

the areas of big data and analytics.’

from day one, which accelerated my

knee-jerk reactions.

Quindell auditors fined

learning. The environment here has
allowed me to grow and become one

Over a decade on, I still refer back to

Arrandco Audit Ltd – formerly

of the four partners in the corporate

the ACCA modules on management

RSM Tenon – has been fined and

restructuring department.

and motivation. You often have to

reprimanded over its audit of

tell clients something they don’t want

Quindell Portfolio plc and Quindell

to hear. If you gather information

Ltd for the period ended 31 December

and present the facts, it reduces the

2011. Audit engagement partner

room for opinions. Use and test the

Jeremy Filley was also fined and

information clients provide and always

reprimanded. Both Filley and the

be sceptical. It is a human trait that

firm admitted misconduct. RSM

nobody likes to admit they are wrong.

Tenon was fined £1m, discounted

Cash is king – once
you understand
the cashflow
constraints, you
have often bought
yourself a few extra
days to plan the
best way forward

to £700,000, while Filley was fined
Becoming a partner aged 33 represents

£80,000, reduced to £56,000. The

my biggest achievement to date.

misconduct included failure to obtain

Corporate restructuring professionals

sufficient appropriate audit evidence

have a unique perspective on running

and failure to exercise sufficient

businesses. My long-term ambition is to
harness this to become senior partner.

professional scepticism.

AB
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Driven to succeed
Tomorrow’s accounting practitioners have the skillsets to excel in a changing
technological environment and clear priorities about where they are going
wide-ranging skills. While those working

A successful career in a top firm has
long been a widely held goal for young

It’s a generation
ambitious for
professional
growth, determined
to be globally
mobile and ready
to embrace the
digital revolution

accountancy professionals across
the globe. But as client demands
change, driven by the rise of the digital
economy and intense competition, so
too do the service offerings of global
firms. Digital, regulatory and broad
consultancy services sit alongside
traditional work such as audit and
tax. And that has implications for the
skillsets of those hired by global firms.
ACCA has mined its Generation Next

for the top 10 firms put more stress on
prestige and healthy remuneration than
those in other sectors (see graph below),
all sectors overwhelmingly agree that a
finance background will be valuable for
future leaders of organisations.

Digital as an opportunity
Younger professionals in large
accountancy firms share a belief
with their peers in other sectors that
technology will have a positive impact

survey of 19,000 finance professionals

on career opportunities. Perhaps

aged between 16 and 36 to focus

growth, determined to be globally

more importantly, they believe they

on the attitudes of those working for

mobile and ready to embrace the

are well situated to take advantage of

Big Four and mid-tier firms (the top

digital revolution.

digital: 85% of respondents in large

Young finance professionals (and

10). Its analysis of those 2,200 young

accountancy firms see technology as an

accountants is published in the report,

not just in large firms but across all

opportunity to focus on much higher

Generation Next: managing talent in

business sectors) are attracted to the

value-adding activity.

large accountancy firms. It reveals a

profession’s promise of a long-term

generation ambitious for professional

career with opportunities for developing

They have high awareness of the
impact of digital transformation on

Attractiveness of the finance profession
Responses to the question ‘What attracted you to a career in finance?’
46%
43%

42%

All sectors
40%

37%

36%
33%

31%

33%

35%
31%

28%

Long-term career
prospects

60

Big Four

Mid-tier firms

41%

Opportunity to
develop a broad
range of skills

Ability to use skills
in a broad range of
roles both within and
outside finance

35%

33%

31%

29%
26%

Interest in the
subject matter

Prestige of the
profession

Remuneration
opportunities
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Job satisfaction
Responses to the question ‘How

All sectors

Not satisfied at all
Neutral
Satisfied

9%

8%
Big Four

3% 37%

43%

37%

14%

16%
13%

2% 31%

5%

34%

36%

12%

satisfied are you in your current role?’

Mid-tier firms
Not satisfied
Very satisfied

skills and responsibilities in finance and

25% of respondents thought their role

accounting, and see themselves as well

provided a good work-life balance,

prepared to embrace technology as a

compared with 38% in mid-tier firms and

way of increasing their value in the future.

49% across all sectors (see graph below).
It is a telling statistic that 48% of those

Firms are increasingly bringing digital
solutions to their client work, with the

working for Big Four firms thought their

underlying trend towards building a

work-life balance was even worse than

broader consulting approach. More

they had expected before joining.

than ever, professionals need to

Work-life balance

Despite the drawbacks of long hours,

provides a good work-life balance’

current developments and foresee

those at large accountancy firms

future trends.

appreciate having career pathways

12%

that are clear, well structured and allow

Job satisfaction
26%

Strongly disagree
Neutral
Agree

21%

32%
25%
Big Four

9%

18%

15%

29%
7%

All sectors

sustained professional growth.
While only 40% of those working in

More than in any other practice size,

32%

32%

19%

6%

Positive about career

and how to exploit data to explain

17%

understand both the business dynamics

Responses to the statement ‘My role

Mid-tier firms
Disagree
Strongly agree

those working in large accountancy firms

the mid-tier agreed or strongly agreed

are convinced about the clear potential

that career paths were transparent, the

for progression and access to learning

figure shot up to 57% in the Big Four.

and development opportunities within

A similar number were confident of

their organisation. Job satisfaction is

having sufficient opportunity to achieve

high, with 59% of Big Four employees

their career goals – 60% in the Big Four,

saying they are satisfied or very satisfied

compared with 43% in mid-tier firms.

in their role, compared with 51% in mid-

Young professionals are even more

tier firms and 48% in all business sectors

impressed by large firms once they have

(see graph above).

worked there for a while: 40% of those

And yet there is a clearly stated
downside. Across the Big Four, only

working for the Big Four said career
progression was better than expected
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Moving abroad

tier). Some way behind came work-life

Responses to ‘Would you like to find a

opportunities to learn as ‘better than

balance (49% and 46% respectively) and

role in a different region/country?’

expected’ (51%) than those working in

interesting work (48% and 43%). At the

other sectors – the figure was 44% for

bottom was job security (43% and 44%).

9%

virtual tie at 56% Big Four, 57% mid-

Big Four, a higher percentage rated

7%

Big Four, 59% mid-tier) and money (a

(32%) and 27% across all sectors. In the

9%

compared with a third in mid-tier firms

mid-tier firms and 39% across all sectors.

often used in organisations, there may

progress their career, with the majority
expecting to leave practice.

be some scope for employers to revisit

Those in the Big Four were most

their learning and development offering

ambitious about finding a general

and align it with the preferences of

business role at some point – just

this generation.

under 60% said they wanted to do so,

Young professionals are always on the

compared with 53% in the mid-tier firms.

lookout for new career opportunities

Over 75% of those working for the top

All sectors

Big Four

33%

43%

will seek more general business roles to

Looking at the types of training most

40.5%

expect to switch employers often and

are the favoured approaches.

15%

do so quickly. Globally ambitious, they

mentoring, job rotation and coaching

35%

climb the career ladder and they want to

development. On-the-job learning,

9%

millennials in large firms. They want to

learning as the most effective form of

44%

The survey reveals the eagerness of

firms viewed practical, experiential

43.5%

Progression and ambition

12%

Like their peers in all sectors, young
professionals in large accountancy

Mid-tier firms

N/A
Later on
Next move
Never

in a different region or country at some
point in their career. At 76%, those in the

– 60% of those working for both Big

firms expect to change roles within the

mid-tier aren’t far behind in dusting off

Four and mid-tier firms said career

next two years (70% across all sectors).

their passports (see graph above).

progression was the most important

And the extent of these ambitions is

retention factor for them, followed

striking: 84% of those working for the Big

differences in how quickly young

closely by learning opportunities (55%

Four said they would like to secure a job

professionals are looking to move. In

The global survey underlined national

Nigeria, 61% of Big Four staff would like

A new approach

to be in their next role in under a year;
in Cyprus the figure was 50%, and in

Deloitte UK is building a radical recruitment programme

Russia 47%. Elsewhere there was much

that reaches to the heart of its culture. As well as working

less inclination to move on: in Malaysia

hard to remove bias in the way that it hires, it is thinking

37% gave themselves less than a year,

differently about who it hires and how.

while in Pakistan it was 36%. Even so,

The firm has adopted contextualised recruitment and
is continually holding itself to account by adopting tough

that’s a lot of turnover. Only in India
(3%) and Cyprus (6%) could anyone see

measures on gender, social mobility and ethnicity. The strategy is devised, led and

themselves still in the same role in five

tested by Emma Codd, Deloitte UK’s managing partner for talent and a member of

years or more.

the firm’s executive. Steps the firm has taken include:

*
*
*
*
*

If you think of this generation as

using contextualised data to hire graduates and school leavers

willing to settle down into jobs-for-life,

conducting ‘blind’ interviews to address unconscious bias

think again. The survey uncovered a

considering academic achievements in context

rich seam of entrepreneurial desire:

designing a recruitment programme that reaches out to school leavers

of the 18,000 young professionals

creating a work experience programme that includes those from socially

interviewed across all sectors, 80%

disadvantaged backgrounds.

said they would like to start their own

Codd says the firm is also focused on agile working for all staff, tailoring work around

business at some point in their career.

individual circumstances. The firm is keen to prove that staff can be successful

Think of that potential.

AB

without being tied to the desk 24/7.
Peter Williams, journalist
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Cutting through the noise
Non-executives can often bring a vital level of insight and objectivity – as well a
strategic overview – to accounting firms that are often not seeing the bigger picture
Bill Fields, when he was CEO of

directors should be able to fill the

term strategic issues confronting

the Blockbuster video chain, wrote

gaps in expertise not available in the

the firm. It is not uncommon for

prophetically: ‘When the external rate

executive team. They can also raise

partnerships to have at least one person

of change exceeds the internal rate of

the difficult questions that the existing

in a leadership position who envisages

change, disaster is imminent.’ Clearly

partners are reluctant to discuss.

their role as more ‘check’ than ‘balance’,

Non-executives can significantly

the demise of video totally changed
this form of entertainment and the

improve the leadership abilities and

business suffered accordingly.

help to ensure that the organisation has:

But what is the relevance of this to
accountants? Sadly, all too often their
focus is either on clients or on managing
their practice and they do not fully
appreciate what is happening outside of
their domain.

and who can consume energy rather
than create it in an executive role.
The three key roles are as follows:

*

clarity about objectives, vision,

*

efficient structures, policies and

financial sustainability and checks

procedures

and balances on those with

*

a clearly identifiable executive body

management roles.

So how can they overcome this? One

mission and values

with the right balance of skills and
experiences.

*

*

legal and regulatory compliance,

Strategic – with a concern for
strategy and direction, plus a role

possible solution is the appointment

The executive body must:

monitoring progress against the

of an effective non-executive who

*

manage and use resources to

agreed goals.

*

be accountable in a way that is
transparent and understandable

The role of the non-executive could

*

be flexible enough to influence and

involve the following key elements:

adapt to change in the environment.

*

can bring greater insight into what is
happening in the broader market, as
well as a greater objectivity to many
of the discussions that are vital to the
success of any firm. Often practices

optimise potential

*

Generative – with an emphasis on
innovation and creativity.

Strategy – non-executive directors

need someone who can stand back and

It has three key roles to play in leading

tell it as it really is.

the firm: fiduciary, strategic and

short-to-medium-term strategic

generative. For many firms the fiduciary

plans, budgets, accounts and key

realisation of the value of this outside

role becomes the dominant one, with

performance indicators.

help, all too often firms appoint those

the emphasis being on short-term

whose primary function is to introduce

financial issues rather than the longer-

Although there is an increasing

*

should review and comment on

Performance – they should
scrutinise the performance of

potential clients, rather than an

management in meeting agreed

individual who has greater knowledge

goals and objectives, and monitor

of how to run a successful professional

the reporting of performance.

services firm.
The overall goal must be to broaden
the horizons and experience of existing
partners by facilitating the crossfertilisation of ideas, and to play a vital
role in appraising and commenting on
the firm’s plans and vision.
A team of executive and nonexecutive partners needs to be made
up of people with business acumen and
hands-on experience. Non-executive

64

Fiduciary – with a concern for

Non-executive
directors can
raise the difficult
questions that the
existing partners
are reluctant to
discuss

*

Risk – they should satisfy themselves
on the integrity of financial
information, and that financial
controls and systems of risk
management are robust.

*

People – non-executive directors
should act as a mentor and
sounding board for partners, and
ensure as far as possible their
wellbeing. They can also help in the
determination of appropriate levels
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of remuneration of partners, and
have a prime role in appointing and,
where necessary, removing partners.

*

Meetings – they should chair
partner meetings and review key
aspects of general partnership
activities concerning client, team,
firm and financial performance.

*

Succession planning – they should
help partners identify and develop
individuals who might in due course
become partners in the firm.

*

Other support – non-executive
partners should provide any other
support needed to help the
partnership achieve its goals
and ambitions.
In order to fulfil their
role, non-executive
partners need to
be able to allocate
sufficient time to the
firm to perform their
responsibilities effectively.

Getting things done
Non-executives usually bring
great value and help firms to
ensure that time is spent focusing
entirely upon the firm itself rather
than on clients. Just the very
involvement of an external third party
can bring more discipline.
Frequently partner meetings that have
been sterile events, resulting in little
change, become a fundamental and
energised vehicle for necessary change.
It is sometimes said that the
road to failure is paved with good
intentions, and it may well be that
an experienced independent
person can help ensure
that changes are not only
discussed and agreed, but
also implemented.

AB

Derek Smith is a senior
consultant at Foulger
Underwood Associates
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The view from
Emma Krelle ACCA, CFO of the Broads Authority, whose
perseverance got her through the qualification

£150m

One of the reasons I love

cannot be used to fund

of extra funding has been allocated to

working for the Broads

moorings, while income

adult social care as part of this year’s

Authority (the agency with

from boats cannot be used

local government finance settlement.

statutory responsibility for

for ‘conserving the natural

A further £31m has been allocated

the Broads in England) is

beauty of the area’.

to rural services, almost double the

the variety. At most larger

amount detailed in draft settlements.

authorities you tend to

Although I would like to

become a specialist, but my

change the uncertainty

day can be spent dealing with anything

around public spending, I accept this

NAO reports on PFI

from year-end stocktaking to sitting

is extremely difficult. Our last National

The National Audit Office (NAO) has

on the authority’s management team

Parks grant settlement was for four

published a report on the Private

considering strategic issues.

years, expiring at the end of 2019/20.

Finance Initiative (PFI) and its modified

If National Parks could secure certainty

replacement, PF2. The report did not

As CFO, I am responsible for the

for another four years, it would allow the

reach a conclusion on value for money

proper administration of the authority’s

authority to plan with confidence.

but stated that, despite reforms, the

financial affairs. This includes forward

budgetary and off-balance sheet

planning, budget preparation,

My advice to others is don’t give up;

incentives of PF2 remain the same

production of the statement of accounts,

perseverance is key. I didn’t do A-levels

as PFI. There are currently over 700

management of the financial systems

or a degree, so the contrast between

operational PFI and PF2 deals. Where

and controls and of the finance section,

GCSE and professional exam papers

budgets are constrained, the NAO

including the authority’s assets.

was a shock. A lot of my studying was

concluded that PFI/PF2 may be the only

distance learning, whilst working full-

option. However, it found that schools

We receive National Parks grant

time. At first I did as many exams as I

built through PFI are 40% more costly

and navigation income from boats,

could, but you need a balance between

and hospitals 60% more expensive than

in approximately equal amounts.

work, study and family.

those using traditional public sector

We are currently setting next year’s

procurement routes.

budget. Legislation dictates how this

My biggest professional achievement

can be spent – National Parks grants

was becoming CFO for the Broads. I

MoD ‘lost billions’ in sale

always wanted to further my career, but

The sale and lease back of military

I never thought I would reach such a

housing lost the Ministry of Defence

position so soon – I qualified in 2015.

billions of pounds that it could have

National Parks
grants cannot
be used to fund
moorings; income
from boats cannot
be used for
‘conserving the
natural beauty’

obtained from rising asset values, and
I certainly wouldn’t be where I am now

left it committed to annual rentals of

without my ACCA Qualification. It has

nearly £200m, the NAO has found.

made me more confident and not afraid

A portfolio of 57,434 homes, including

of asking questions around operational

most of the MoD’s married quarters

issues that I don’t fully understand.

estate, was sold to Annington Property
in 1996. NAO head Amyas Morse

We’ve recently moved home, so my

warned that with rent restrictions ending

spare time is consumed by DIY. I can’t

in 2021, there was a risk of a significant

imagine a time when the house will

increase in future costs.

be finished.

AB
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Front-seat drivers
The UK’s industrial strategy recognises the need for government to cooperate
with companies to create the right conditions for business to flourish

The government’s industrial strategy

earnings. The second was to address

‘will help young people develop

the issue of inequality and get more

the skills they need to do the high-

highly paid jobs.
‘This is a long-term strategy and it

paid, high-skilled jobs of the future,’

with a great deal of public money

explained prime minister Theresa May

will take quite a long time to deliver.

having already gone into research and

at its launch in November 2017. She

The mission is to get the whole country

development (£2.4bn), he says he is

added: ‘It identifies the industries that

behind clean growth, healthy ageing,

‘reasonably confident we will get there’.

are of strategic value to our economy

artificial intelligence and autonomous

and works to create a partnership

vehicles. I think that in these areas

Broadening approach

between government and industry to

the UK has a very, very significant

What makes the industrial strategy

nurture them.’

competitive advantage, because we

significant is that it recognises the

have extraordinary strength in research.’

central role of government in creating

The prime minister put the business

Prior adds that government has to

minister David Prior directly in charge

68

Automotive is one of five new
sector partnerships that were
unveiled in the industrial strategy

the conditions – in particular the

of developing the industrial strategy.

put money behind these four ‘grand

skills and infrastructure – required to

He tells AB: ‘It had two very clear

challenges’ to take advantage of global

strengthen the economy, including

objectives. One was to increase

trends and push the UK to the forefront

manufacturing. In doing this, it has

productivity and so raise people’s

of the industries of the future. However,

rejected elements of the approach taken
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by Margaret Thatcher’s Conservative

across a range of individual projects.

Government Association’s spokesman

governments from 1979 to 1990.

This is likely to result in programme

for the economy, Martin Tett, says this

Prior explains: ‘For me it was a rather

and portfolio investments containing

has created ‘important opportunities

complacent view we took in the 1980s

tens of projects rather than projects

to secure an even stronger partnership

about moving to a service economy and

by themselves. Crossrail and Thames

between business and public sector

not worrying about manufacturing, and

Tideway are good examples of current

leaders’, backed by ‘robust local

it has proven to be misguided.’

activities.

governance arrangements that are

Delivery of the industrial strategy

supported by new local powers and

‘The use of much better data and data

includes establishing a technical

management methods throughout the

funding, and underpinned by local

education system to provide the

lifecycle of infrastructure programmes will

democracy and a strong business voice’.

economy with stronger vocational skills.

reduce costs, improve productivity and

The aim is to invest £406m in STEM

result in lower cost and higher reliability

agrees. ‘LEPs are entering a new phase

(science, technology, engineering and

of operation of systems and services.’

of their development as they meet the

But when it comes to skills training,

challenges of productivity growth,’ she

maths) subjects. A national retraining

Christine Gaskell of the LEP Network

scheme will help people reskill as

the industrial strategy has been

says, ‘and the focus on strengthening

the economy becomes reshaped

criticised as lacking ambition and scale.

their future role is vital to that.’

through the deployment of the latest

Ben Willmott, head of public policy at

technologies. Billions of pounds will

Productivity error

be invested in core infrastructure,

The irony is that soon after the

including increased housing supply,
better transport and improved digital
connectivity. A national charging
infrastructure is also to be created to
support the expansion of the electric
vehicle sector. The government also
promises to focus the strategy on all
regions and all UK nations, not just
south-east England.

Infrastructure

industrial strategy was published, it

The industrial
strategy recognises
the central role
of government
in creating the
conditions needed
to strengthen
the economy

was suggested that UK productivity
was not as bad as had previously
been feared. The Office for National
Statistics admitted that its calculations
for productivity in a key sector,
telecoms, had been flawed. The sector’s
productivity had been measured as
flat because prices had been roughly
static, ignoring the big increase in
data transfers and other services
provided at little extra cost. But while

Brian Collins is professor of engineering

that overlooked the productivity gains

policy at University College London,
director of the International Centre

the Chartered Institute of Personnel and

in a sector worth 2% of the total UK

for Infrastructure Futures, a former

Development, says: ‘On skills, there is

economy, it does not affect the general

chief scientific adviser to both the

nothing in the strategy that addresses

picture of a productivity problem.

business and transport government

the UK’s chronic underinvestment in

departments, and helped draw up

adult skills and life-long learning, with

extraordinarily difficult,’ says Prior. ‘But

the recommendations that led the

the focus mainly on education policy

by any measurement we are significantly

government to establish the National

and the supply of skilled labour for the

behind other parts of Europe and the

Infrastructure Commission to provide

future in niche sectors.’

US. We can only get earnings up if we
improve productivity.’

expert advice on the UK’s infrastructure
challenges. He welcomes the industrial

Working with councils

strategy’s focus on investment in

There has been a more positive

improved infrastructure.

response to the announcement that

Collins tells AB: ‘Investment in

‘Measuring productivity is

local enterprise partnerships (LEPs) will

infrastructure should be at a scale that

play an important role in the delivery

allows sustainable value across a range

of local economic growth, working

of social and environmental benefits to

with councils and backed by a £115m

be easily captured, and the risks spread

Strength in Places Fund. The Local

AB

Paul Gosling, journalist
More information
See the feature on the beneficial
effect of diversity on productivity
(‘A productive mix’) in the November/
December 2017 edition of AB
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What’s cooking?
Simply Good Food TV presenter Anita Kerai FCCA explains why she gave up a
successful career in finance to build her own cookery brand
At one point in her career, Anita Kerai
was unsure whether to call herself an

i

CV

one of Jamie Oliver’s voluntary ‘food
revolution ambassadors’, where she

accountant, chef or TV presenter, but
now she is clear: ‘I am a food presenter

2017

promotes healthy eating, with the

and I want to be a worldwide brand.’

Presenter, Simply Good Food TV;

aim of combatting obesity. ‘Educate

teacher, Harrow Cookery School and for

one person in how to cook and you’re

Learn Harrow community programme

teaching the whole family,’ she explains.

do something about the fact I enjoyed

2015

she started her ACCA course in Kenya

cooking,’ she explains. ‘They used to

Finance manager, Kantar Worldpanel,

before moving to London to complete

admire my lunches.’

London

her studies and work while qualifying.

That ambition started while she was
working as an accountant. ‘For years my

After studying accountancy at school,

work colleagues had been telling me to

She chose the ACCA Qualification

Cooking has been part of Kerai’s life
for as long as she can remember. ‘Food

2011

because ‘it was the one that could get

is in-built; cooking is not a chore,’ she

Financial accounting manager, Sony

you places and open a lot of doors’.

says. ‘I would come home from work

Entertainment Television Asia, London

Reflecting on her career, Kerai says:
‘ACCA gave me a path to enter all these

and want to cook.’ She describes herself
as having Kenyan Indian roots and

2011

companies. It has shown me that every

being ‘British by choice’.

Accountant, Ripe Chartered

business needs a financial brain. If you

Accountants, London

want to be successful, you need to know

For her, cooking is relaxation; while

your numbers.’

others may want to come home
from work and watch TV, she enjoys

2002

preparing meals. She says: ‘My kind of

Management accountant, Bollywood TV

joined consumer behaviour specialist

meals take 30 to 40 minutes to prepare.

company B4U Network, London

Kantar Worldpanel, the company

At the end of 2016, a year after she

underwent restructuring. With changes

These are easy, fulfilling meals – it’s not

also happening in her family life, she

about slogging in the kitchen.’
Prior to taking up cookery full

is permissible. Her favourite food is

started to ask herself whether she

time, Kerai had a successful career

chickpea pancakes. ‘My mum made

should follow her passion.

in finance. Her accountancy career

them when I was a child, they’re simple

focused on the media. ‘I have been

to make, full of protein, and you can

began looking round for a part-time

in the entertainment sector for so

add any filling.’

accountancy role. ‘But I wasn’t looking

Hinduism places such an emphasis on

long,’ she says. ‘I enjoy the thrill of

After taking some time off she

with my heart,’ she admits. ‘So I decided

lights, camera, action.’ So much

food that it has been called the ‘kitchen

to start doing cooking – the other part

so that she now appears on screen

religion’. Kerai’s background has also

of my life I knew I was good at.’

herself, as a presenter on mobile app

made her keenly aware of food waste.

Simply Good Food TV, which has over

‘Growing up in Kenya meant I was in a

Kerai says accountancy has made her

570,000 viewers. She says: ‘I thought,

green environment, but also I saw a lot

cautious about the choices she makes. ‘I

why not incorporate presenting [with

of poverty. I know what wasted food and

always ask, what is the value? ACCA has

cooking] to show how easy it is to cook

water means.’

given me the skills to progress – as well

She says that cooking is a life skill

healthy meals?’

70

has led her to working in schools as

Her vegan and vegetarian cooking

which everyone should have, adding:

philosophy stems from her Hindu faith,

‘I am passionate about healthy eating

which means no eggs, although dairy

and simple cooking.’ That passion

That decision was not a sudden one.

as accounting skills, it is people skills
that have got me to where I am.’
The journey toward being a celebrity
chef started with a six-week intensive
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‘I have
been in the
entertainment
sector for so
long. I enjoy the
thrill of lights,
camera, action’

course on how to be a food presenter

hands – and make sure you don’t burn

says. ‘People want to see what you’re

at Leiths School of Food and Wine in

the food, while all the time still smiling.’

cooking. There’s a 20-second chance – if

London in February 2017. ‘I had been

Her business is developing fast: she

they like it, they follow you.’
She got the gig by walking up to

thinking about the course for a while

runs cookery classes in her kitchen at

and then one evening I just pressed the

home in Harrow, north-west London. ‘It’s

the station’s owner, Peter Sidwell, at

button [to apply].’

not cheffy; it’s like cooking with friends,

an exhibition and saying: ‘I’m a food

and you learn while chatting,’ she says.

presenter – can we see what we can do

Learning to be a chef on TV is not

She broke into TV at the end of

together?’ With other series and books

“Oh my days – what have I done?” The

2017, when she started presenting

in the pipeline, Kerai’s worldwide brand

cameras are everywhere; you’re wearing

on Simply Good Food TV. She is on

ambition is far from half-baked.

an earpiece; you have to watch what

every Monday. ‘TV is my focus and the

you are saying and where you put your

strategy for developing the brand,’ she

easy, she says: ‘At one time I thought,

AB

Peter Williams, journalist
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Upcoming events
ACCA has a broad programme of over 200 events and webinars this year, providing
you with CPD, valuable technical updates and excellent networking opportunities
Events

want to present well and
with confidence every time,

International Women’s Day

this event is for you.

ACCA is hosting nine events
across the UK that will

Motivation mapping

highlight the role of women

27 March, Norwich, free

in business and finance to

Motivational maps provide

mark International Women’s

individuals, managers

Day on 8 March. Sign up

and organisations with

to a range of activities,

accurate, intelligent and

including a breakfast event

practical information on

in Bristol, afternoon tea with

what motivates people,

Olympic cyclist Becky James

as well as how motivated

in Swansea and an evening

they are. Information

event at Simpson’s on the

gained from these can

Strand in London.

support initiatives around
engagement, recruitment,

Presenting for professionals

reward, and team, personal

15 March, Croydon, free

and career development.

Presenting is a key business
skill and is increasingly

Social media for

used as part of the job

accountants

application process. Yet

24 April, Dundee, free

many professionals dread

Social media can seem

giving a presentation. If you

scary, but it can also be

Enrol in your network
ACCA offers a range of events that provide networking
opportunities as well as enabling you to keep up-to-date
with developments. Many fall within one of three categories
shaping the profession today – trade, talent or technology.
Thirty-eight regional and six sector-specific networks
help shape and host many of these events. To ensure you
receive appropriate event information, check whether you
are enrolled in the appropriate networks by following these
simple steps:
1. Log in to MyACCA (portal.accaglobal.com).
2. Select ‘Update your contact and employment details’.
3. Select ‘General details’.
4. Review your ‘employment-based’ and ‘regional’ network.

72
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one of the most costeffective marketing tools
for accountants. This

*
*

1 May, Enfield
2 May, Bromley.

introduction is suitable for

Cyber and fraud risk

technophobes and the tech-

Cybersecurity is a

savvy alike. Whether you are

significant business

looking to take the stress

risk, with high-profile,

out of starting a social media

costly hacks sometimes

account, or want to take your

damaging reputations. As

current content to the next

a result, there is increasing

level, this presentation will

regulatory pressure, with

set things out in language

some companies being

you can understand.

fined for privacy breaches.
At these events, Barclays

Ethics in a digital age

digital engagement team

25 April, Swansea, free

will offer practical advice on

Ethics has always been

the scale of cyber-related

integral to the accountancy

fraud in the UK; the mindset

Ask an expert: UK Space Agency

profession. But things are

of a fraudster; the biggest

22 March, Leicester, £15

changing fast, with highly

threats to your business;

The UK Space Agency is responsible for ensuring that the

digital ways of functioning,

ways to reduce your risk

UK retains and grows a strategic capability in space-based

and new generations

of becoming a victim;

systems, technologies, science and applications. Hear from

coming through as digital

and methods of reporting

Peter Finn, chief operating and finance officer at the agency,

‘natives’ who have no

a fraud:

when he is interviewed by Glenn Collins, head of technical

concept of any other way

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

12 April, Leicester

advisory at ACCA, in this chat-show-style event. Gain business

14 April, Sheffield

insight from a UK government department at the heart of

16 April, Hull

innovation and the future economy. This live interview will

18 April, Newcastle

take place at the award-winning National Space Centre, a

18 April, Manchester

venue dedicated to the history and exploration of space. The

23 April, Crawley

networking break will include wine and canapés.

of working or living. For
finance professionals, this
introduces new challenges.
What does it mean to be
‘ethical’ in the digital age,
and what demands does it
place on the professional
accountant?

25 April, London.

Webinars

Hot topics in practice

the personal service

ACCA is hosting a

company, 9 March,

Data analytics

Blockchain and automation

series of free webinars

Data analytics automates

14 March, webinar, free

for practitioners, tackling the

reporting, improves accuracy

Many organisations

hottest topics this year:

and leverages data so that

are investigating what

it is in the hands of the

blockchain could do for

*

decision-makers in real time.

them, as well as looking at

Delivered in partnership

how robotics can be used

with InterWorks, these events

to automate repetitive tasks

will get to the heart of data

FRS 102 and recent

12.30pm

*

Reliefs and claims on
personal taxes, 23 March,
12.30pm.

changes (available on

Each webinar will count

demand)

for one unit of verifiable

The practical implications

CPD. If you’re interested, you

of incorporating a

can register now at bit.ly/

across various processes.

property portfolio

ACCA-prac-web2018.

analytics:

Join this webinar, which is

(available on demand)

*
*

17 April, Bournemouth

organised in partnership with

23 April, The Adelphi

BlackLine, to keep abreast

(ACCA headquarters),

of new trends and find out

London

about the issues you need to

24 April, Harrow

consider in the future.

*

*
*
*

Charitable incorporated

Professional courses

organisations (available
on demand)

Spring update

IR35 and employment

15-17 March, The Belfry,

status – the end of

Birmingham, residential
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£1,689; non-residential £1,389

Internal audit conference

leadership – the role of

audit; and internal audit

(£100 discount available

15 May, Birmingham, £209,

a leader within an audit;

relationships – are they

before 15 February)

or £189 if you book before

what a CEO/chairman

really effective in your

Attendees can gain 21

15 April

looks for from internal

organisation?

CPD units by attending our

Internal audit has changed

flagship event for accountants

significantly over the

in business. Choose 11 out

last 30 years. It needs to

Accountex 2018

of 29 sessions; mix and

continue by developing

The UK’s largest exhibition and conference dedicated to

match between business

agility, integration,

accountancy and finance professionals returns to London’s

and finance, taxation and

transparency and a

ExCel on 23-24 May.

law, and professional

prognostic approach, which

development. Booking is

together demonstrate

practice manager, finance director, CFO or manager, this is a

also now open for ACCA’s

internal audit’s value to

unique opportunity to discover new products from over 200

autumn update, which takes

its stakeholders. This

exhibitors, hear keynotes from leading industry names and

place in Manchester on

conference will explore

network with industry leaders.

25-27 October. Save £100

these ideas, with sessions

if you book before 25

covering coping with

Making Tax Digital, cloud accounting, Brexit and more –

September.

modern technology;

including ACCA’s perennially popular theatre. You can also

AB

If you are an accountant, bookkeeper, senior partner,

Fifteen dedicated theatres will cover subjects including

come and talk to ACCA at our dedicated stand. Attendance

More information

provides valuable CPD accreditation. Register for your free

Use our CPD resources to search for events listed here, or
search by postcode for events near you, at bit.ly/ACCA-CPD1

place now at accountex.co.uk.

AB magazine:
go digital!
Read on an app or online

Ad?

Try the app and change your format
preferences at accaglobal.com/ab
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100 years of help
Whether it’s a sudden death, natural disaster or other misfortune that strikes
accountants and their families, the CCABF can help, as Hugh McCash explains
Sometimes members

For a century now, ACCA
members have been helping

in need will be referred

their fellow accountants in

to us from other charities.

financial distress.

But more than other
organisations, we rely on

The Chartered Certified
Accountants’ Benevolent

our members and those

Fund (CCABF) was

who work for ACCA to let

established by trust deed

others know of the work we

in 1918. Over the following

do. ACCA members and

decades, most ACCA

staff are key in suggesting

members will have been

to fellow members who they

unable to imagine why

know are going through

they would need to apply

difficulties that the fund may

for financial help from the

be able to help.

fund. But even the lives of

ACCA’s national offices

busy professionals can take

(more than 40 of them) are

unexpected turns. That is why

vital in helping us to promote

the fund exists: to provide

the fund, as they can act as

support to members and

very effective conduits to

their dependants who are

our members. They may well

experiencing severe financial

know of members whose
circumstances have changed

difficulties.
requiring some short-term

to individuals and their

dramatically and could

has also looked to help

help; or the young member

families. It is a privilege to

benefit from the fund.

members affected by natural

who must leave home

build up relationships with

disasters, setting up a disaster

because of an abusive

beneficiaries over the years.

100th birthday, it seems

fund after the 2004 Indian

relationship and needs a

Some will ring for a chat years

an appropriate moment

Ocean tsunami. It helped

deposit on a safe home

after we have helped them.

to acknowledge the work

seven members affected by

where they can start again.

The trustees meet four

it continues to carry out in

times a year to consider the

helping members and to

More recently, the CCABF

the 2015 Nepal earthquakes.

It is good to know that the

As the CCABF marks its

It has also reached out via

CCABF can do something

applications that are made

offer thanks to all those who

local offices to see if any

to help. The mission is

to the fund. They consider all

donate to the fund.

members required help

to provide timely and

applications with great care.

following recent hurricanes in

appropriate support to

Currently we review around

Hugh McCash, secretary

the Caribbean.

ACCA members and their

30 cases a year, helping

of the Chartered

The fund is also there for

families who face hardship

about half of them, but we

Certified Accountants’

those who have suffered in

– not just in old age, but at

would like to do more.

Benevolent Fund

more personal circumstances.

any time.

Imagine the professional who

In the 11 years that I have

dies unexpectedly, leaving a

worked as secretary to the

young family to cope without

CCABF, I have seen how

the main breadwinner and

it can make a difference

AB

More information
Find out more about the CCABF, including how to donate
and how to apply for help, at bit.ly/ACCA-CCABF. Or email
hugh.mccash@accaglobal.com
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Engine for growth
ACCA president Leo Lee describes how the organisation has a key role in reducing
polarisation and transforming the economies of developing countries
ACCA president Leo Lee has grown
to understand the impact that his

i

CV

ACCA Hong Kong. He was elected its
president in 2004.

professional body has on individuals
and countries. It was upon joining

2017

ACCA’s Council in 2005 that Lee,

ACCA president

At the time, the local accountancy
body, with whom ACCA had mutual
recognition, was looking to switch to

who became president in December
last year, says he became aware that

2004

graduate-only entry. This was not in

the organisation was much bigger

President, ACCA Hong Kong

line with ACCA’s open-access policy
where the philosophy was – and remains

than he had previously realised.
‘I saw ACCA’s significant impact

1995

– for young people to prove their

on people’s lives and how it helps

Directorships in licensing, corporate

competence through examination.

to grow economies,’ he says.

planning, and finance and

Open access, he acknowledges,
speaks particularly to emerging markets

‘We don’t control the input; we

administration, Securities and Futures

control the output,’ Lee says. ‘Everyone

Commission, Hong Kong

has to pass the same exam to become
professional accountants.’ He joined

where ACCA has invested heavily. ‘Once
a young person gains our Qualification,

1981

Council to safeguard those principles.

his or her life is changed, as is their

Assessor – Investigation, Inland Revenue

‘Whether other bodies recognise you

income, and often the lives of those

Department, Hong Kong Government

is not relevant,’ he says. ‘You must
ensure your qualification is relevant to

around them,’ he says. Lee has also
observed how investing in accountancy

1976

the business world. If it can meet the

education – through ACCA and higher

Trainee audit assistant, PwC

needs of the employers then it will be a
gold standard.’

education – helps transform economies

He also wanted to help to ensure

(see also the article on social mobility
on page 36).
A growing economy in developing
countries also helps narrow polarisation

says. ‘That is where ACCA can come

the relevancy of the qualification. Lee’s

in, working as a partner with the local

first election-to-Council statement

profession, helping the economy grow.

in 2006 highlighted two elements:

‘I can be a role model telling young

first, that ACCA should remain an

between rich and poor. ‘Through
education and job opportunities, ACCA

people how ACCA can open many

international passport for professional

makes the world a better place; it is an

doors and make the world a better

accountants; and secondly, that the

important contribution we make,’ he

place.’ And he quotes an old proverb:

leadership must ensure the relevance

says. ‘This is one of the reasons I offered

‘It is beautiful to see people smile; it

of the qualification. ‘I am happy that

to stand as an ACCA officer. I want to

is even more beautiful if you are the

what I pledged to do has to a large

spend more of my time encouraging

reason for the smile. I hope to be the

extent been achieved’, he says. ‘There

young people to see accountancy as

reason for the smile.’

is always room for improvement but we
have made great strides.’

their career.’
As deputy president last year, Lee

76

elected as a committee member of

Leading and shaping

Lee points, for instance, to one

had already travelled extensively in

In his presidential year Lee is continuing

great stride – ACCA’s strategic alliance

emerging economies, especially in

the work of ACCA, leading and shaping

with CA ANZ in 2016, which was a

Asia, including Indonesia, Nepal and

the accountancy profession. He started

key piece in the jigsaw ensuring that

Cambodia. ‘When I talk to the local

his journey to president two decades

the qualification is recognised all

accountancy bodies, they tell me they

ago. In 1997 Lee – who has spent his

over the world. He is also pleased

do not have the talent pool to help,’ he

professional life in Hong Kong – was

that ACCA has invested in its
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‘Through
education and
job opportunities,
ACCA makes
the world a
better place’

research, Professional accountants

market regulator, the Securities and

and skills required from accountants and

– the future, which, in the report

Futures Commission, as well as leading

that is what we are doing.’

Drivers of change and future skills,

an initiative to reform the licensing

identifies seven quotients of success

regime, focusing on the competency of

what happens in business. ‘When

for professional accountants.

intermediaries to help improve investor

technology changes that world, we have

protection and confidence.

to change, which is why we so regularly

‘From these findings – where we
interviewed over 10,000 business

For Lee, accounting describes

review and update our syllabus. That is

Over his working life Lee has seen

leaders across the world – we looked

technology pose challenges. The

why our members will continue to be in

again at our qualification, which

latest iteration is robots; he saw one

demand by employers.’

introduces for September a new case-

recently performing invoicing work.

study paper allowing candidates to

‘In three hours the robot completed

role, his only worry is a lack of

blend technical, ethical and business

tasks that would take a human three

time, as he is trying to meet as

skills and a module on strategic

days,’ he says. He muses over whether

many members and students as

business leadership (see also page 62).

developments such as blockchain,

possible. But to share that burden he

with its promise of transparency, could

pays tribute to his fellow officers and

Licence to reform

undermine the role of auditors and

ACCA team, noting that ‘to be happy

Looking back over his career, Lee

assurance work.

alone is not as good as to be happy

describes the highlight as being

As he settles into the presidential

with other people’.

‘These are tools; they can’t replace

director of licensing at Hong Kong’s

judgment and decision-making,’ he says.

independent securities and futures

‘We need to rethink the competencies

AB

Peter Williams, journalist
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Our future qualification
A new integrated case study is part of a range of innovations to the ACCA
Qualification that will ensure it retains its premium position. Judith Bennett explains
the careers of professional
accountants.
The Strategic Business
Leader case study is part
of a revised top level of
the ACCA Qualification –
Strategic Professional, which
also includes an enhanced
corporate reporting exam,
Strategic Business Reporting.
Replacing the current
corporate reporting exam
from September, it exposes
our students to the wider
context of finance and
business reporting, giving
them the skills they need to
explain the implications of
transactions and reporting
will face, combining core

students and members the

completion of ACCA

areas from across the syllabus

confidence to add value

Qualification – the future.

including governance, risk

to the business and feel

Ethics at the core

This is a range of innovations

and strategy, recognising

comfortable advising senior

These changes follow the

to the qualification that

that these areas are never

management on key business

introduction of our new

is being introduced in

separated in real business life.

decisions. It is also designed

Ethics and Professional

response to the changing

Crucially, it links with other

to develop and test the

Skills module launched in

needs of employers and

core leadership areas such

strategic leadership skills that

October 2017, designed to

the expectations that

as organisational control,

are increasingly important in

ensure that ethics remain at

professional accountants will

innovation and change

the core of the

be facing in the years ahead.

management. It also makes

qualification. It is

We first introduced these in

use of new technology and

unique in its focus

data analytics.

on developing the

2016 and have been making
changes in steps. One of the

78

to stakeholders.

This year sees the

The exam features real-

most significant of these,

world challenges, helping

launching in September

students demonstrate

and just made available

their skills and technical

for sign-up, is the Strategic

expertise. It reflects

Business Leader exam. This

work situations where

is an integrated case study

decisions need to be

based on a realistic business

made, measured and

scenario of the sort that our

communicated to the

next generation of members

wider organisation, giving

complete range of

The Strategic
Business Leader
case study is part
of a revised top
level of the ACCA
Qualification

professional skills
that our research
says employers
greatly value (see
box). Building on
our pioneering
Professional
Ethics module,
it continues to
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develop the vitally important
ethical behaviour and

The future skills of accountants

judgment, complementing

The changes ACCA is making to the qualification have been informed by its research project,

this with broader

Professional accountants – the future, in which ACCA spoke to more than 2,000 senior

communications, commercial,

business leaders, members and employers around the world to understand their sector and

innovation, analysis and

what is needed from financial professionals. They helped identify the seven skills that have

evaluation skills.

become the basis of ACCA’s professional quotients model.

The first of its type in the
market, this is available
as a free CPD resource to
members and is a great
way to refresh ethical and
professional skills.
The changes include new
computer-based assessment
in some of the exams, using
real-work tools. New ACCA
members will be better
prepared for the workplace,
as they’ll be computer
literate, familiar with
spreadsheets and other tools.
Members have seen how
the qualification has evolved
over the years and are more
aware of the risks failing
to recognise the shifting
needs of clients, employers,

Technical and ethical
(TEQ)
The skills and abilities to perform
activities to a defined standard while
maintaining the highest standards of
integrity, independence and scepticism.

Intelligence (IQ)
The ability to acquire and
use knowledge: thinking, reasoning,
solving problems and the ability to
understand and analyse situations
that are complex and ambiguous.

Emotional
intelligence (EQ)
The ability to identify your own
emotions and those of others, harness
and apply them to tasks, and regulate
and manage them.

Creative (CQ)
The ability to use existing knowledge in
a new situation, to make connections, explore
potential outcomes and generate new ideas.

Digital (DQ)
The awareness and application of
existing and emerging digital technologies,
capabilities, practices, strategies and culture.

Vision (VQ)
The ability to predict future trends
accurately by extrapolating existing trends
and facts, and filling the gaps by thinking
innovatively.

Experience (XQ)
The ability and skills to understand
customer expectations, to meet desired
outcomes and to create value.

regulators and trainees.
The innovations are
designed to ensure that all

sectors, and advanced sector-

on its current exams and

members, and help secure

members who hold the ACCA

specific expertise. We are

enhanced the professional

our future reputation.

Qualification continue to be

known for developing people

skills competencies to ensure

recognised as individuals

who understand how finance

students remain relevant in

sets the standard for the

who are ready to lead, adapt

works, with a global outlook.

the modern world.

profession; we remain

and help their organisation

The changes mean we

There is a further role that

The ACCA Qualification

committed to revising and

to succeed, with the right

can retain our emphasis

ACCA members can play

adapting the qualification

blend of technical, ethical

on technical and financial

here – acting as a mentor for

so that it is not only relevant

and professional skills – and

competencies while

the ACCA students who will

today, but will remain so into

as professionals who can

increasing our focus on the

be going through the new

the future.

keep their knowledge up-to-

professional competencies

syllabus and exams. A mentor

date through our continued

and skills needed

can unlock the potential of

Judith Bennett is ACCA’s

professional development

by employers. These will

the next generation of ACCA

director of qualifications

(CPD) programmes.

ensure that the qualification

The ACCA Qualification
already creates great
professional accountants with

retains its premium position
in the market.
The rigour of the ACCA

the strong core technical and

qualification remains

ethical skills needed across all

paramount. ACCA has built

AB

More information
Find out more about changes to the ACCA Qualification at
future.accaglobal.com. You can try the new Ethics and
Professional Skills module at bit.ly/ACCA-ethics-module
Find out more about mentoring at accaglobal.com/advocacy
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Congress calling
The World Congress of Accountants this year will bring together the best minds in
finance and business to take on the global challenges of change and disruption
The eyes of the accountancy

and how to turn them

held every four years and

changing business and

profession around the world

into opportunities.

brings together the best

economic landscape, and

business and finance minds

this important event will

from around the world.

enable the profession to

will be turning towards

WCOA takes place

Sydney, Australia, this

every four years and is an

November, when more than

initiative of the International

6,000 finance and business

Federation of Accountants

calibre of speaker and insight

the future and demonstrate

leaders from 130 countries

(IFAC). One of this year’s

afforded to delegates, Pope

the leadership that will be

will come together for the

co-hosts is ACCA’s strategic

Francis spoke at the last

required in the years ahead.

four-yearly World Congress

alliance partner Chartered

WCOA in Rome in 2014

of Accountants (WCOA).

Accountants ANZ (CA ANZ);

about the positive impact

Congress will inspire

come together to debate

‘I’m sure that the 2018

the other is CPA Australia.

that our profession can make

delegates and create

Games of the accountancy

WCOA 2018 is the first

on society.’

discussions that will help us

world, WCOA is the premier

time since 1972 that the

accounting conference for

conference has returned

One to remember

the global business and

to Sydney.

In true Olympian style,

Effectively the Olympics

all deal with the demands
placed on the profession.’

finance community. For four

‘I’ve heard people call

the organisers are

Global themes

days in Sydney, professional

WCOA the Olympics of

hoping the event will

This year’s event is entitled

accountants will grapple

accountants,’ says Rick Ellis,

turn out to be the ‘most

Global Challenges/Global

with the global challenges

chief executive of CA ANZ.

prestigious, memorable,

Leaders, with the programme

of change and disruption,

‘I guess that’s because it is

and professionally powerful

centring around building

experience of a lifetime’.

prosperity and acting in

Changing the world

A record number of

the public interest – ‘broad

delegates are expected

themes that strike right at

When the first WCOA was held, in 1904, the world was

to attend the event, which

the heart of the profession

changing. In the same year Henry Ford set a land speed record

will be held 5-8 November

and how it operates on the

of 91mph, the US took over construction of the stalled Panama

2018. Topics up for debate

global stage’, says Brand.

Canal project (completing it a decade later), the UK and France

include blockchain,

signed the Entente Cordiale, and the International Federation

big data, sustainability,

will explore issues including:

of Association Football (FIFA) was founded – as was ACCA itself.

artificial intelligence and

*

Subsequent conferences have been woven between major

the future of work.

global events including the Great Depression and two World

Recognising the

Wars. Today, WCOA is a large-scale, international event that

importance and scale of the

takes place every four years.

event, ACCA is a gold-level

The 10th anniversary congress was held in Sydney in 1972.

sponsor and will use the

In attendance were members of the profession from all

opportunity to showcase

around the world, including Bermuda, Malta and Uganda,

its key research, working

with the largest delegation coming from Japan. A ceremonial

alongside CA ANZ.

postage stamp was even produced for the occasion. Calls

80

‘To give you an idea of the

Helen Brand, ACCA

The Congress programme
protecting the public
interest and building
prosperity

*

addressing the

*

embracing disruptive

leadership challenge
technologies and
innovation

*

enhancing ethics and

*

exploring sustainable

integrity

were once again made for the establishment of a harmonising,

chief executive, says: ‘The

global accounting body; the following year, the International

accounting profession

Accounting Standards Committee was formed.

is evolving to meet

social enterprises and

the needs of a rapidly

economies.

solutions to business,

Accounting and Business March 2018
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Why attend?
WCOA will cover some of the most compelling topics of our
time, including blockchain, big data, sustainability, the role
of artificial intelligence in accounting, and the future of work.
Delegates will be able to:

*

learn, adapt and accelerate their careers through

*

develop new business opportunities, learn about best

workshops and presentations
practice, rethink business models and help redefine the
future of the profession

*
*
*

connect and exchange ideas with 6,000 global peers with
common interests
test-run the latest products and services from leading
business and accounting suppliers (the showcase area
will include over 50 exhibits, expo presentations and

Social events will include a

our profession, as well as

activity zones)

reception at the Maritime

allowing participants to

discover the sights and sounds of Sydney.

Museum and a cruise around

showcase their own expertise

the harbour, with views of the

with their international peers.

Opera House and Sydney

With the event taking place

Harbour Bridge.

in Australia, delegates will go

The first WCOA was held

innovators’. On day one,

in St Louis, US, in 1904 – as

the Congress will host 50

were that year’s Olympic

organisations showcasing

Grimes says: ‘WCOA will

professional world and have

Games. WCOA 2018 will

the latest technology and

provide access to the latest

the opportunity to immerse

feature more than 150

innovations from all around

in thinking and forecasting

themselves in Australian

speakers, described by

the world.

of the future trends for

customs and culture.’

the organising committee

As IFAC president Rachel

beyond the confines of the

AB

The Congress will be

as ‘inspirational business

hosted by the International

leaders, unconventional

Convention Centre on the

disruptors and cutting-edge

Sydney Harbour waterfront.

More information
For details, go to wcoa2018.sydney
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Wall tour
The global voyage of the members’ wall is gathering pace as
ACCA’s celebrations of its 200,000-member milestone continue

AB UK Edition
March 2018
Volume 21 Issue 3
Editor-in-chief
Jo Malvern
joanna.malvern@accaglobal.com
Asia editor
Colette Steckel
colette.steckel@accaglobal.com

ACCA’s celebrations to
commemorate reaching its
200,000 member milestone

International editor
Annabella Gabb
annabella.gabb@accaglobal.com

continue, with the wall of
members’ names already
travelling to Addis Ababa

Ireland editor Pat Sweet

in Ethiopia and racking up

Digital editor Jamie Ambler

hundreds of messages from

Video production manager
Jon Gilmore

all around the world.

Sub-editors Lesley Bolton, Dean
Gurden, Peter Kernan, Jenny Mill,
Eleni Perry, Vivienne Riddoch,
Rhian Stephens

The wall also exists in
virtual form, so members
who are unable to get to
the physical version can find

Design manager Jackie Dollar

their names online and add

Designers Bob Cree, Suhanna
Khan, Robert Mills

Delegates at ACCA’s Africa Members Convention find
their names and leave messages on the wall

their messages to the 1,500odd comments that are

Production manager Anthony Kay

already there. The messages
You can find updates

left so far demonstrate just

Africa Members Convention

what being part of the ACCA

in Ethiopia in December last

on the itinerary in AB Direct

global family means to

year, the wall is scheduled to

and on the website,

members (see panel).

visit other locations around

200k.accaglobal.com, where

the world – in Europe, Asia

you can also find your

launch of the member

Pacific and South Asia –

name on the wall and leave

celebrations at ACCA’s

throughout 2018.

your own virtual message.

Following on from the

AB

Advertising
Daniel Farrell
daniel.farrell@educate-direct.com
+44 (0)20 7902 1221
Head of ACCA Media
Chris Quick
chris.quick@accaglobal.com
Printing Wyndeham Group
Pictures Getty

Members share what ACCA means to them
‘The journey to membership was a

‘ACCA member “wall of name” is actually a

demanding one but highly rewarding

“wall of fame” for me. Proud to be a part of

and fulfilling. I’m glad I made the trip.’

ACCA global family.’ Ahsan Mustafa, Pakistan

Martha Chinedu-Okoro, Canada
‘Sharing values and goals beyond borders.’
‘It has been great to have been part

Natasha Mohamad, Malaysia

of ACCA for more years than I care to
remember, and may there be many more.’

‘It makes me stand out from all accountants

John Murphy, Ireland

at my workplace, and I have gained much
respect.’ Sandra Dey, Ghana

‘Thank you for this opportunity. Great

82

idea. Proud to have been a member for 30

‘It is a delight to be a member. It is a highly

odd years. Good luck to our Association.’

recognised qualification and has opened

Thusitha Senaratne, Sri Lanka

many doors in my life.’ Harneck Chilemba, UK
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We’ve teamed up with our
alliance partner Chartered
Accountants ANZ to bring
you a redesigned twice-yearly
publication exploring the issues
facing tomorrow’s profession
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